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Executive Summary
This deliverable falls within the Work Package 1. The main objective of the first work package
(WP1) of RECET4RAIL project, also named “3D Additive Manufacturing and new manufacturing
technologies “, is to improve the understanding of how additive manufacturing (AM) technologies
can contribute to Traction drive system development and manufacturing by reducing conception
lead-time, prototype manufacturing cost and improving performance and reliability, thus reducing
overall maintenance cost, for the part and the global system. In that way:
•
•

The WP1 study will be based on the development, the prototyping and the test of heat
exchangers optimised thanks to additive manufacturing; and
To improve the expected benefits, the exchanger design will be optimised through the
development of a Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation method that will take into account
appropriate physics and AM processes characteristics.

The study of 3D Additive Manufacturing in railway environment lead by IRT Saint-Exupéry on
behalf of the RECET4RAIL project of the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (S2R JU) will produce five
deliverables.
The first deliverable consists in this report; its objective is to assess the state of the art, the definition
of the use case and the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) carried out for the work package 1 of
the RECET4RAIL project.
The conclusions of this first work will lead to preliminary design propositions of our future
optimised heat exchanger prototype, dedicated to cool power modules of train traction chain power
converters, fabricated in Additive Manufacturing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D1.1 named “WP1 State of the art & KPI” in the
framework of the topic S2R-OC-IP1-01-2020 “Support to Development of next generation of
Traction systems » (TD1.1 « Traction Systems Demonstrator ») of the S2R Joint Undertaking
Annual Work Plan for 2020 (AWP2020). The Traction Drive sub-system is one of the main subsystems of a train, which propels the train by converting energy from an electrical source (directly
or via a chemical source) into a mechanical one. The RE4R project will contribute to two main
specific challenges concerning traction systems:
•
•

To master technologies breakthrough developments like SiC semi-conductors applied to
different railways traction applications and wheel independent rotating wheels for High-Speed
train (HST); and
To develop and contribute to implementing new methodologies, tools, norms & standards of
noise, reliability, virtual validation and certification, smart maintenance.

Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies open a disruptive way to design and manufacture parts
or components for many industrial applications due to the complex and disruptive design, functions
and components integration, on-demand materials properties, etc. With the potential in terms of cost
and lead-time reduction for prototyping, parts performance improvement and weight reduction, AM
of spare parts also represents a significant opportunity.
In that way, the Work Package 1 (WP1) of the RECET4RAIL project (RE4R) deals with developing
AM technologies for Traction drive system to reduce the Traction Capital Cost KPI and improve
technical performances (TRL 3) through an overview of the traction system’s parts that could be a
potential use case for AM and, more in details, by exploring the AM application to R&D heat
exchanger prototypes.
The WP1 objective is to contribute to identify AM technologies potential benefits for prototyping
and manufacturing of train power traction systems parts through a down selection and assessment
of an appropriate use case and the development of required Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation
methods to take into account AM processes opportunities and limitations.
In the first chapter, to reach the WP1 global objective, a first work has been carried out on the states
of the art relevant to the different physics that will be involved to design the final use case. In the
second and the third chapters, this document presents the technological use case and the WP1 KPIs.
The conclusions of this first WP1 deliverable will lead to preliminary design propositions of the
future optimised R&D heat exchanger prototype.
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2. WP1 STATE OF THE ART
2.1 Justification about where to apply 3D printing in railway applications
The main global objective is to explore the benefits 3D printing technologies can bring to train
traction systems. Because embedded power is in constant increase and evolution in the train traction
chain, research activities are led to increase the thermal performances of heat exchangers. Moreover,
the advent of AM processes may remove conventional heat exchanger manufacturing processes
constraints, like casting or extrusion and therefore new high technical performances could be
explored. Consequently, engineers are currently reconsidering the approach to determine a
thermally efficient heat exchanger design. Thus, another objective of this work package is to assess
and validate the new design workflow approach giving a real use case feedback on the heat
exchanger, focusing on its thermal performances. This use case seems the most convenient as
similar applications have been addressed in other industrial sectors with excellent results and it is
considered as an important development to facilitate the introduction of future SiC semiconductors
into power modules converter. The global idea is to implement a new design methodology to
optimise heat transfer into cooling components, like a liquid cold plate, for cooling electronic
devices. Our aim is that this new thermal design methodology combines the following steps: design,
thermal-CFD simulation, optimisation, and manufacturing ability.
WP1 will not directly deliver exploitable products as the targeted level of maturity is TRL3 (TRL3:
Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept). However, WP1
activity will contribute to bring strong clue to support process qualification and provide technical
and economical elements to industrials to make the appropriate choice in terms of additive
manufacturing processes for products development and production. Besides, the design concepts
and methodology that will be explored in the frame of that project for cooling exchangers could
help to increase the industrial maturity level if the expected performance gains are demonstrated.
Besides, Railway rolling stock has a life cycle that last more than 30 years. Bringing new products
to the traction can take a long time if developments are introduced only in new models/versions.
Nevertheless, 3D printing has the advantage that interfaces can be designed to be adapted to current
and future train models. The 3D printed power module heat exchanger is consequently a perfect
study case regarding fast prototyping and testing with the future industrialisation vision. Indeed, it
allows to validate Multiphysics part’s optimisation allowing to create “plug & play” solutions
directly designed to be compatible with present railway vehicles interfaces.
Therefore, the choice of application “heat exchanger” proposed in this adaptation work could be
applied to all rolling stock.
2.2 State of the art - POWER ELECTRONICS
2.2.1

Applications

Air or liquid performant cooling systems in railway applications are generally related to applications
where a considerable amount of power (>50W) must be dissipated. Generally, these applications
are related to traction systems, which deals with the train, tramway or subway acceleration and
breaking, and thus need to deal with high energy, generating high amount of losses which must be
dissipated by high performance cooling systems.
RECET4Rail GA 101015423 D1.1
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These applications have one or several of the following types of converters: AC/DC (rectifier),
DC/DC (isolated or not), DC/AC (inverters for motor driving), AC/AC (matrix converters),
Breakers (simple buck converter to dissipated motor energy in simple resistors). There are also
applications where simple switches are used to route energy from source to motor, with almost no
switching, but with high losses since high currents flow through the switches.
Traction system topology depends mainly on the rated power, rated voltage and voltage source type
(AC or DC). The 2 typical traction systems, as illustrated in [1], are shown in Figure 1.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Typical traction system for a) DC catenaries and b) AC catenaries [1]

In each of these applications, several types of converters are used. As an example, Figure 2 shows
the electrical circuit of CitadisTM Tramway, from ALSTOM, where the input voltage is between
600V and 1500V, in DC mode. This circuit shows three-phase inverters (indicated by number 14)
used to drive motors, as well as buck converters (indicated by number 12) for train breakers. Given
the input voltage, switches are usually 1200 or 1700V IGBTs, to convert a total power from 100 to
400kVA.
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Figure 2: - Example of traction system electrical circuit from Citadis™ Tramway, used to drive
asynchronous motors [2]

High speed trains, such as the AGV in France, can run at 300km/h fed by 25kV catenaries and at
250km/h fed by 3kV catenaries, and total power for the traction system can achieve 10MW [3]. The
traction system electrical circuit of the AGV is given in Figure 3. Not only three-phase inverters
and buck converters can be seen in this figure, but also active rectifiers used to transform AC energy
from transformers (connected to the catenaries) into DC energy to inverter.
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Figure 3: Example of traction system electrical circuit from AGV [3]

Power converter in railway applications is not only related to traction systems but also to what is
called Auxiliary Power Supplies (APS). APS generates isolated AC and DC voltages for electrical
loads such as air conditioner, heater, fans, compressors, sockets, lights, pumps, loads in kitchen and
toilets or batteries.
Since the catenary voltage must be isolated from loads, APS makes use of an isolated DC-DC
converters, which also creates a stabilized voltage for output converters (pulse inverters and battery
chargers). Figure 4, taken from [4], shows a block diagram of a typical APS system for 750 VDC
and 1500 VDC catenary voltages. Typical switching frequencies with state-of-the-art IGBTs are 24 kHz for hard switching converters and 10-25 kHz for soft and resonant switching converters.

Figure 4: Example of typical APS system for 750 VDC and 1500 VDC catenary voltage [4]
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This converter not only has to withstand wide voltage variation in its input (and not transfer it to the
output) but railway standards also require it to have: Small inrush current variation; pre charging of
DC links; low acoustic noise emission; low electromagnetic noise emission; and defined shut down,
among others.
2.2.2

New technology for power conversion in railway systems (use of Sic components)

Currently there is a growing need to design high power density conversion systems (used in traction
systems and auxiliaries), not only in the railway industry, but also in other sectors such as in the
aerospace and automotive industries. Low volume and weight, resulting in high power density, are
essential to facilitate integration of traction systems inside the train, and maximise the space
available for passengers.
Another criterion to improve in traction systems is its efficiency. High efficiency results not only in
energy saving but also in smaller cooling systems and low system cost.
High power density and efficiency can be achieved by different means. Recently, the most
promising way is to use Wide BandGap (WBG) semiconductors [5] instead of silicon-based ones.
This WBG technology based on either Silicon Carbide SiC or Gallium Nitride GaN materials,
opened the door for more efﬁcient systems in any power conversion application in the near future.
In fact, (SiC) semiconductors are promising candidates to replace the Si semiconductors in this
aspect [5]. The efﬁciency of SiC converters are signiﬁcantly better than their Si counterparts due to
the inherently lower conduction and switching losses of SiC MOSFETs compared to Si IGBTs [6].
Additionally, SiC components allow higher switching frequencies, which generally reduce the
converter’s passive components volume, consequently increasing the converter’s power density.
Moreover, SiC semiconductors may operate at higher junction temperature when compared to Si
semiconductors, with the consequent reduction of the cooling system [7].
Concerning railway applications, as pointed out in [8], SiC will push the limits of converters in three
directions: high voltage operation, high temperature operation and high switching speed. As
mentioned above and showed by different works [5][6][7][8][9], the SiC MOSFET power modules
and discrete benefit from better switching speeds and thus reduce dynamic losses. Regarding high
temperature, current SiC MOSFET allow in generally to achieve junction temperature of up to
200°C [10]. From the point of view of the voltage breakdown, high values of SiC components
(3.3kV, 6.5kV and 10kV) makes it possible to envisage new converter architectures in the medium
term with power components directly placed on the catenary (25kV/50Hz or 15kV/16.7Hz) thanks
to serialisation of elementary blocks [11][12][13].
The main gain brought using these SiC MOSFET power modules in railway applications is related
to high switching speed. A first possibility is to take advantage of the reduction in converter losses
for minimising the size of the cooling system or even change its technology. As an example, traction
inverter in Tramways is essentially cooled by forced air heat sinks. However, the use of fans results
in some issues such as noise, vibrations, reliability, and maintenance since it is a mechanical system.
The possibility of replacing it to natural convection will therefore lead to significant gains at the
system level. By keeping the same cooling system, we can also consider increasing converter power
or its switching frequency. On railway applications using step-down converters, as is the case with
some tramways and trains (reduction of catenary voltage at 1500VDC to a DC bus at 750VDC), the
increase in switching frequency should make it possible to reduce the size of filtering elements at
the output of the step-down converter.
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In the case of a direct supply at 750 V, the inductance value of the filter inverter input is fixed by
frequency impedance limits given in standards. The increase of the switching frequency of the
inverter therefore does not make it possible to reduce the size of these inductors. However,
increasing the switching frequency should make it possible to reduce harmonic currents and
therefore to comply much more easily with the current harmonic limits imposed by standard EN
50121.
On the other hand, the increase in the switching frequency of the inverter will undoubtedly allow
simplification of control strategies. Indeed, for most applications in traction motor driving, the
output inverter has the following strategy: It applies asynchronous PWM for low engine speeds,
then a synchronous PWM with calculated angles and finally a full wave operation for high speeds
[14]. This is explained by the fact that the switching frequency remains low and relatively close to
the modulating frequency, which makes it necessary to adopt these different types of controls
depending on the motor speed. On tramways, this issue is less important since manufacturers use
only a two-switching frequency strategy: asynchronous PWM type, with a switching frequency of
700Hz for low motor speed (modulation frequency up to 70Hz); and a switching frequency of
1250Hz for high motor speed (modulation frequency up to 70Hz). However, if one can increase the
switching frequency by using SiC components, it will undoubtedly be interesting to keep an
asynchronous PWM with a single frequency value for the entire motor speed range. This new
switching strategy, associated with the increase in the switching frequency, should significantly
reduce motor losses by reducing current harmonics. This reduction in losses may lead to a
simplification of motor cooling system and help reducing acoustic noise.
The possibility of increasing switching frequency allows considering higher stator frequencies. This
may increase the number of pairs of poles or the rotational speed of the motor. This last point is of
major interest because, at equal power, the torque will therefore decrease which will thus reduce the
volume and mass of the engine. However, it will be necessary to carry out an assessment of the
entire system because if the engine speed increases, it will be necessary to change the motor
technology and all the structure around it.
In APS applications, according to [15], the use of SiC components will not only reduce the isolated
DC/DC converter losses, but it will also provide (when compared to the converter based on IGBTs):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller passive components (Chokes, transformers, capacitors);
Reduced acoustic noise emission by high switching frequencies;
Small driver circuits due to reduced gate charge;
Improved efficiency at partial load;
Reduced cooling effort; and
Effective controllability by a nearly linear behaviour of MOSFET (compared to IGBT).

In order to show these advantages of using SiC instead of IGBT an APS, authors in [15] built the
prototype shown in Figure 5. This DC-DC converter prototype based on SiC MOSFETs was built
up and tested. It shows a weight reduction of 50 % compared to IGBT state of the art technology
and losses are decreased to one third, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Full SiC-based APS prototype containing two integrated isolated DC/DC converters [15]

Figure 6: Weight and efficiency comparison of DC-DC converters prototypes in different
configurations [15]

Authors in [16] compared the use of 3.3kV/750A SiC MOSFET module and 3.3kV/600A Si IGBT
module in the traction system of a commuter-train application (train for metropolitan area). The
load profile is based on a Shift-2-Rail drive cycle [17] shown in Figure 7. Simulation results of this
work ([16]) have shown that electric energy loss of the traction inverter can be reduced by 59 %.
This is due to the higher efficiency of SiC and the train’s frequent operation under part-load
conditions. At an electricity price of 0.125 €/kWh and 10 operation hours a day, annual energy
savings are 1.49 MWh corresponding to 186 € per power module. SiC power modules further allow
operation at higher switching frequency and higher temperatures. This gives additional
opportunities to make traction drive more compact and eco-friendlier.
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Figure 7: Commuter-train drive cycle used for this study (red box considered for deeper analysis
below) [16]

2.2.3

Different issues on using Sic components

As indicated before, efﬁciency of SiC converters are signiﬁcantly better than their Si counterparts
due to the inherently lower conduction and switching losses of SiC MOSFETs compared to Si
IGBTs. Moreover, SiC semiconductors may operate at higher junction temperature when compared
to Si semiconductors, with the consequent reduction of cooling system.
SiC devices usually present faster switching that reduces switching losses and allow higher
switching frequencies. This, in some cases, reduces filtering needs, consequently increasing the
converter’s power density. However, converters to aircraft application must comply with EMI
standards which, in most of the cases, have to increase differential-mode filtering needs when
increasing switching frequency [18][19]. Increasing switching frequency and switching speed
(higher dV/dt) may also produce bulkier common-mode filters [20][21].
High switching speed together with high parasitic inductances and capacitances of SiC devices and
converters may induce high overvoltage on motors connected to these converters through long
cables [22][23][24][25]. In aircraft, some applications, such as flight control actuators, may have
the converter up to 20 meters always from motors. In these cases, the voltage at the motor terminals
can be higher the twice the DC bus voltage of the converter [26], which may significantly increase
partial discharge (PD) issues and reduce the power drive system lifetime.
WBG components, such as SiC and GaN, have also some other drawbacks when compared to Sibased components, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of WBG dies are still much higher than equivalent Si dies;
Restrictions in terms of gate drive;
Reduced short circuit capability [27];
Potentially effects of parasitic turn on (PTO) for some SiC MOSFET designs [28]; and
Limited lifetime compared to state-of-the-art IGBT modules [29].
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2.2.4

Reliability of power modules

Besides losses and EMI issues, another important aspect in power converter is its reliability. Given
the high safety requirements for transportation (trains, aircraft, vehicles), reliable converter design
is critical. Although WBG components such as silicon carbide (SiC) or gallium nitride (GaN)
transistors have higher performance than their silicon (Si) counterparts, their reliability data are
either reduced or non-existent. Some works showed reduced reliability on SiC dies, when compared
to Si-based switches, due to degradation of the oxide–semiconductor interface [30] or the body
diode characteristics [31]. The lack of reliability data and the general feeling in the community
about the low reliability of these components are hindering their use and consequently holding back
the performance of static converters.
Another significant source of failure in a static converter is the power modules. In a single die, the
reliability of a power module depends on its average temperature. High average temperature may
significantly reduce the reliability of power modules [32][33]. However, reliability strongly depends
on thermal cycles mainly caused by these components [34][35]. Thermal cycles are the main source
of failure in power modules (as represented in Figure 2, extracted from Reference [16]), especially
due to the effect of breaking the connections between the dies and bond wires, due to the mechanical
fatigue caused by dilations and contractions resulting from these thermal cycles [35].
Several studies [32][38][39][40] carried out on commercial IGBTs and MOSFETs showed how the
number of thermal cycles leading to the failure of a power module varies with the amplitude of these
thermal cycles and the average temperature of the module. As an example, Figure 8a), taken from
[38], shows this variation for a power module using power MOSFET for automotive applications.
Notice in this figure that thermal cycles with an amplitude of 40 °C lead to a number close to 12 ×
106 cycles until module failure. In the case where the amplitude of the thermal cycles (ΔT) is
reduced to 20 °C, for example, the number of cycles to failure would rise to about 50 × 106. By
applying a logarithmic extrapolation of the curve shown in Figure 3, we may expect that the number
of cycles until module failure is 90 × 106 if the amplitude of thermal cycles is reduced to 10 °C. In
Figure 8b), shown in [39], results from the LESIT study [40] showed that in an IGBT power module,
not only the thermal cycle amplitude but alto the average junction temperature of the semiconductor
has a great influence in the number of cycles until the failure of this module.

a)

b)

Figure 8: Number of cycles to failure versus temperature variation of a a) MOSFET die in a power
module for automotive applications [38], and a b) IGBT module for traction applications [39]

Reliability of power module can be even more critical in SiC-based modules since SiC dies are
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smaller (for the same rated current and voltage) and, consequently, have lower thermal capacitance
and higher amplitude of thermal cycles, which reduce reliability. One of the main problems to
investigate is, therefore, finding how to increase the reliability of converters based on SiC power
modules, for example, by controlling and reducing thermal cycles of these components.
On the other hand, SiC power modules may have lower losses than their Si counterpart. Taking the
example of authors in [16], which compared the use of 3.3kV/750A SiC MOSFET module and
3.3kV/600A Si IGBT module in the traction system, they calculated instantaneous losses in the
power module and the consequent temperature of transistors and diodes (TjQ and TjD,
respectively), as well as the one from the power module case (Tc) and the heat sink (Ts). These
instantaneous temperatures, for the most critical converter power time slot shown in Figure 7, are
shown in Figure 9, for the IGBT module (left) and for the SiC module (right). Given the lower
losses in the SiC module, average temperature and amplitude of thermal cycles in the semiconductor
and in the power module baseplate are smaller in the SiC module when compared to the IGBT
module. These results show that, SiC modules can achieve higher reliability when compared to
classical IGBT modules if the cooling system is the same for both converters.

Figure 9: Simulation results of instantaneous temperature in different parts of heat sink and power
module, for the use profile shown in Figure 7, for an IGBT power module (left) and a SiC power
module (right)

2.2.5

Conclusions

There are different power converters inside different types of trains which could be considered in
RECET4RAIL project. Traction systems and Auxiliary Power Supplies are the main applications
where these power converters are used. Independently on the power converter, its main component
is the power module. This module is nowadays based on IGBT semiconductors, but railway industry
roadmaps indicate the migration to SiC semiconductors in the near future. SiC power modules
provide higher efficiency and power density to power converter but suffer from reliability and EMI
issues. IGBT and SiC power modules can be cooled down by air or liquid cooling systems. Such
cooling systems can be fabricated by additive manufacturing (AM) techniques. The gain of using
AM, when compared to classical manufacturing, may be not only in the reduction of volume,
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weight, cost and noise, but also in the maximisation of the power module reliability. Thus, the design
of such cooling systems must consider modifying 3 main parameters:
•
•
•

Thermal resistance (Rth), between each component inside power module and ambient. The
lower this resistance, the lower the converter losses and the higher the reliability;
Thermal capacitance (Cth), around power modules. Increasing this capacitance may reduce
thermal cycles, and consequently increase reliability; and
Thermal resistance distribution along the surfaces where power modules will be placed. This
will equalise semiconductor junction temperature for all components.

2.3 State of the art - ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
2.3.1

Introduction

First developments on what it is nowadays Additive Manufacturing or 3D printing begun in late
1960s [41], [42] using photopolymer resins and lasers, a process that is today widely known as
stereolithography. The first industrial commercialisation of this kind of technology took place
twenty years later, in 1980s. Since then, the number of technological processes, materials and
applications have increased exponentially going from polymers to concrete, food, ceramics, and
metals. Indeed, fused polymer additive manufacturing has become one of the main equipment in
the FabLabs and every handyman’s garage.
Along with the development of new processes, materials and dedicated software, industrial interest
for this technology emerged. At first, their application was limited to rapid prototyping or proof of
concepts. This means that AM parts did not really replace the parts build up by traditional
manufacturing process at an industrial scale. Indeed, the lack of experimental feedback or
favourable business cases on these news technologies was a serious showstopper. Nevertheless,
after years of development, testing and cost down, AM parts start to be more widely used, even
replacing critical parts on aircrafts [43] and trains [44]. As quick insight, Deutsche Bahn (DB) are
said to have printed more than 10 000 parts for more than 1 30 different use cases mainly for spare
parts [45], CAF is said to have produced around 2 400 parts [46] and ALSTOM have equipped 13
EU production centres with 3D printing machines and build around 18 000 different parts being
about 25% of them for tooling and 5% for serial production [47] [48].
As mentioned before, under the label of Additive Manufacturing there is a lot of processes, materials
and applications. As all of them cannot be handle within a concise state of the art, the present
document will be focused on those applications/processes/materials related to railway industry.
2.3.2

Additive manufacturing in railway industry

In this section, some use cases of AM on the railway industry will be shown. It is worth to note that
those public cases could represent only a small part of the applications that has been addressed.
Probably, much more applications could have been considered through internal or confidential
studies. These study cases will be grouped by part’s material, as usually this parameter also controls
the AM technology behind. They are gathered in Table 1 and some pictures are added after to
illustrate the most relevant cases. Several conclusions can be obtained from this first analysis of
public applications:
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•
•
•
•

Most of the parts until now are made of polymers. Among them, most of the parts were
replacements for cosmetic or ergonomics applications. Only some of them have functional use
(mechanical or air related);
Almost all of the parts, whether plastic or metallic, were built to keep the train as conceived, to
repair or replace parts without new design or function integration. At this point, the main
advantage of AM is to reduce the stock needed for replacement and the supply lead-time;
Metal structural parts are massive without a complex shape, one of the features that is the most
interesting to address with additive manufacturing; and
The existing applications or those in the future that will be a replacement of in-service parts do
not fully use the main advantages of AM, even more when addressing to functional parts.

PLASTIC

Table 1: AM applications for rail industry found in press articles and scientific publications

Who?

What?

Why?

Impact

DB

Coat hunger

Old version/Obsolete

Enhances passenger experience

SJ AB

Curtain hangers

Large quantity required for conventional process

Enhances passenger experience – Few
parts build

DB

Interior grab handles

Must be replaced within a week – Large quantity
required for conventional process

Lead time reduced

Siemens

Streetcars replacements
after collision

Essential part - Replace damage section and not
the whole part as soon as possible

Lead-time and cost reduction

Bombardier

Air duct system part

Essential part

Lead-time reduced (from four months
to only one)

Bombardier

Electrical connector

Replacement of conventional parts

Serial production – price reduced

Siemens SWU

Driver Armrest

Needs for extra functions

Three additional operation controls –
driver ergonomics enhanced

Siemens

Connector to maintain
train bogies

Tooling for maintenance with complex geometries

Customisation for free – lead-time
reduced

Angel
Trains

Electrical connection
covers, grab handle

Old version/Obsolete

Lead-time and cost reduction

Angel
Trains

Armrest

Large quantity required for conventional process

94% lead-time reduction

Angel
Trains

Seatback table

Braille information for visually impaired person

Enhanced passenger experience

CAF
CAF

Cup holders, radio brackets, window frames, wiper covers and door supports
Big pars for front-end
tram

Solution improved

Increased time to marked – No mould
needed

DB

Headrest for UCE trains, fan propellers headrest for regional trains

Union
Pacific

Equipment housing, tools, signals

DB

light fixtures for ICE
displays

Small series needed

Enhances passenger experience – Few
parts build

ALSTOM

Air grid for metro

Asymmetric and complex part

Lead-time and cost reduced
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METALLIC

Who?

What?

Why?

Impact

DB

Buffer box for ICE

Essential – Replacement needed

Lead-time reduced (from nine month
to fourth, certification included)

SJ AB

Toilet door latch

Obsolete – Design improvement

Enhanced passenger experience –
extended lifetime

SJ AB - DB

Wheelset bearing caps

Essential – Replacement needed

Lead-time reduced

Hochbahn
AG

Brake suspension link

Safety related

Other

DB

Turbine paddle wheel for the dynamo machine of a steam locomotive and other massive metallic parts

SKF

Axle box

Essential – Replacement needed

Lead-time reduced – Better surface
quality, less post-machining

SKF

Axle box mould

Essential – Replacement needed

Lead-time reduced

Curtain hunger

Air duct [50,51]

Electronic
connector [50]

Tram Skirt

[49]
Tooling for bogie [55]

Blade Propeller

Air Grid for Metro [48]
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Axle bearing cap [54]

Massive part [54]

Axle box [56]

Turbine paddle wheel [55]

Axle box mould and cast part [56]

Figure 10: AM parts already manufactured for the rail industry
Note: In agreement with Table 1, green cell refers to plastic/polymer parts; blue to metal parts and orange
to other

2.3.3

Additive manufacturing collaborations programs on railway

At a European level, two main collaborative projects have appeared as relevant by their size and
objectives regarding the present call.
Mobility Goes Additive – MGA [57]
•

•

It’s structured as a network of AM actors going from final user companies to machine
manufacturers and R&D institutes. Their goal is to enhance the technology transfer between
members to promote AM; and
Internally, 11 interdisciplinary working groups are defined. Among them, for the rail industry,
it is worth to cite:
o Approval in Rail → Regulatory conditions, qualification path and approval procedures for
AM parts on the railway industry are studied. Their conclusions will be especially important
for the approval of safety-relevant components manufactured as spare-parts our
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replacements. Indeed, these parts cannot go under a serial manufacturing process validation,
as the time and cost efforts would make this approach impossible;
o Materials → AM could lead to different material properties than those obtained with
conventional manufacturing process. Their conclusions will partially guide work the
approval procedures and will set standards that will in the future reduce the number of test
and so improve the lead-time for additive manufacturing technologies; and
o RAILability → This group’s objective is to create a collaborative workspace to assess and
develop business cases for the railway industry. Indeed, accessing to this technology for
some processes as metal Additive Manufacturing can be quite expensive and requires
several fields of expertise and know-how. Most of the companies are not able to afford this
cost for a first try, more even if commercial business cases are not explicitly found or not all
the competencies are available. So, this collaborative workspace could lead to a higher
number of user cases and so a higher impact on railway industry.
RUN2Rail [58]
Some work related to RUN2Rail presents a special interest for this project as they benchmark the
benefits of novel material such as those issued from additive manufacturing for traction systems.
Indeed, several parts from the bogie were analysed to consider their potential in AM. Two parts
were retained, the axle box and the link bar. The first one was re-designed with an internal lattice
structure to achieve weight reduction and sections of them were built as demonstrator, Figure 11.

Figure 11: Part of an axle box built by SLM. RUN2Rail project [58]

2.3.4

Additive manufacturing – Processes and technologies

As indicated in the introduction, lot of different processes and technologies are tagged under the
label of Additive Manufacturing (AM). Indeed, anything that can build a part by a succession of
layers is considered as AM. AM process can be split in two groups: parts are directly built with the
process (direct AM) and AM is used in the process to build the part (indirect, as mould built by AM
that will be used to cast the part).
Going a step further in the categorisation, AM process can be differentiated depending on which
form of the raw material, which energy source is used and how the layers are build. In order to keep
a universal classification and a global terminology, ASTM F2792-12 [59] divides AM technologies
into seven classes. They are presented in Figure 12, in which they are also grouped in direct or
indirect AM for metallic parts.
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Figure 12: Processes considered under the Additive Manufacturing label according to ASTM F279212 [59] [60]

These processes will be described in the following subsections. Under this labels, lot of commercial
and trademark process names can be found but, in sake of clarity, no reference to those
terminologies will be used.
Finally, it is also worth to note that several of these processes can be combined within a final part,
even with conventional middle steps such as machining. This is what’s called hybrid additive
manufacturing [60], because that takes the best advantages of each one of the process.
Material Extrusion (ME)
In this process, one of the more widely extended, the material is pushed through an orifice. This
orifice is a heated nozzle that melt or heat the material until it get soften or viscous. The nozzle is
located in an extrusion head that build each layer by a horizontal movement. Once the material is
outside the heating body, it cools down and solidifies. Once the layer is built, with all the material
in a solid state, the baseplate moves in the vertical axis and the process start again. This process and
the different systems to extrude the material are presented in Figure 13.
The main advantage of this process is its simplicity as no laser, controlled atmosphere or other high
technological devices or protections are needed. In recent years, systems with multiple nozzle have
been conceived to allow build a part with different materials or to build several parts at the same
time in the building plate. These features allow to increase the number of functional applications
and to speed up the process, which is one of its main drawback. Along with building speed,
roughness, accuracy and anisotropic properties dues to the layer-to-layer adhesion should be cited
as negative aspect for this technology.
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Figure 13: Material extrusion process schematic (left, [61]) and several types of mechanisms to feed
material into the nozzle (right, [62])

Concerning the materials, almost anything that can be molten or become viscous at medium
temperatures (180°C - 250°C) can be used. This condition makes that thermoplastics are the ideal
candidates, with a wide range of properties and compositions: PLA (plylactic acid), ABS
(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene), PEEK (polyether ether ketone), TPU (thermoplastic
polyurethane), etc. New compositions are a huge field of research [62]. For the railway industry,
the ULTEM 9085™ must be cited. Indeed, this resin represents a lightweight material with high
mechanical properties and it has been certified as flame, smoke and toxicity compliant, facilitating
its use in rolling trains.
Although “pure materials” have been detailed in the previous paragraph, it is worth noting that the
thermoplastic material can be “charged” with particles of other materials (metals, carbon fibers,
wood) that confer them different visual render, better mechanical properties or made them
functional (electrical conducting for example). In this context, the thermoplastic material becomes
a matrix and a composite material is built. Still, the main properties of the part are inherited from
the thermoplastic matrix.
A different situation is when this thermoplastic matrix is replaced by soluble binder such as wax or
soluble polymers and a high quantity of charging particles are used. In this case, what is called as a
“green part” is built. This part will be placed inside a solvent or will undergo a thermal cycle that
will remove a great part of the matrix. After this step, a “grey part” is obtained. Finally, the part will
undergo a sintering step that will bind the charging particles in the final part. This process is
illustrated in Figure 14. Material extrusion is used in this case as an indirect AM process.
The advantage of this indirect process is that a “full” metallic or ceramic material can be achieved
as it has been done with stainless steel or titanium alloys with a low-cost process. But it should be
noted that this process has several serious drawbacks:
•

•

The debinding and sintering process entails an important and anisotropic shrinkage of the initial
build part, going up to 20% of the volume, Figure 15 (left). Related with this evolution,
geometrical precisions are really low and design of parts become difficult as it must account for
this important and anisotropic shrinkage;
Porosity is relatively high due to natural voids between particles before the sintering process.
Moreover, building strategies or malfunction can lead to important lacks of bindings, Figure 15
(center); and
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•

Sintered material, even using the best process parameters, lead to a final part with degraded
mechanical properties when compared with wrought material or issued from other AM process
[64].

Figure 14: Schematic representation of the shaping, debinding and sintering process (left, [62]) and
evolution of the metallic charge within the sintering process (right, [64])

Figure 15: Shrinkage from green to sintered part (left, [62]) and porosity in sintered part (right, [64])

To sum up, this process can be attractive to small or big parts in which geometrical tolerances are
not the main concern and in which the structural role is not the main objective. Nevertheless, it
could be interesting for some functional parts that must undergo a certain mechanical load.
VAT Photopolymerisation
In this process, a liquid photopolymer is contained within a tank and it is selectively cured within a
heat/light source. This heat/light source is usually controlled through mirrors and hits the top (or
bottom) layer of the tank. Once the slice of the part has been finished, the tank levels-down (or
levels-up) and a new thickness of non-cured resin is exposed to the heat/light source, Figure 16.
With recent developments, the light source that was classically a laser or UV light has been replaced
by LCD screens, allowing to create a full layer at the same time, speeding-up the process. But, as
drawback, the resolution is the one of the LCD and the layer and the part is voxel-like [61] [65].
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Still under development, the final potential for this process would be when holograms allow to print
directly 3D parts in few seconds [66].
The main advantage of this technology is its geometrical tolerance and low roughness, even for
complex part with a high level of details. By this reason, it has been mostly used for jewellery,
dental/medical applications and for investment casting (indirect AM). The main drawbacks are the
low mechanical properties of the built parts (that can get brittle with light exposure), the limited
build size, the controlled environment needed for the build and the post-processing, which impact
in the final cost of the part.
The materials that can be used in this
process are also limited to photoresins
(acrylates and epoxy resins for instance),
limiting also the final applications of the
parts. Nevertheless, these resins can be
charged with particles that confers the
final part tailored properties. For this
process, ceramics are the most common
added particles [67] [68].

Figure 16: VAT photopolymerisation process
scheme, [61]

To sum up, this process can be attractive to small parts in which hight detail or tight tolerances are
needed but without major structural or functional applications.
Material Jetting (MJ)
This process is usually compared with 2D inkjet printers. Indeed, the global idea is very similar,
hundreds of tiny nozzles deposit tiny droplets of material that is cured and solidified with UV light.
This is made slice by slice and the base platform moves in the building direction allowing to create
the 3D object, Figure 17.
As VAT Photopolymerisation, this
technique allows the fast build of parts
with high accuracy, although in this case
the use of support is needed limiting the
geometrical complexity allowed. Supports
are usually made of easily dissolvable
material, sometimes a water wash is
enough to remove them. A feature that can
be further exploited is that several
photopolymers can be used at the same
time, allowing to build parts of, for
example, different colours but also

Figure 17: Material jetting process scheme [61]
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different materials.
The main drawbacks and materials available are similar to VAT Photopolymerisation. It is worth to
note that there is a process called NanoParticle Jetting [69] that is classed under the label “material
jetting” but with a completely different concept. In this process, nano-powders are in a liquid
suspension into a cartridge. The tiny droplets that the nozzle throw, under the action of a heat source
like hot air will evaporate almost immediately and leave the nano-powders partially bonded between
them. This is made layer-by-layer, with layers of a few microns thick, and, at the end, an equivalent
to a grey part is obtained. This part must undergo a sintering step to achieve the fully consolidation.
The liquid suspension form of the raw material reduces the risk to work with nanometric powders
and allows to build metallic or ceramic parts, being the latter the more developed [70] [71]. The
main drawback is that there is a limited choice in the materials available and that the sintering part,
with the associated shrinkage, can counteract one of the advantages of this technology, the
geometrical accuracy.
To sum up, this technology has been mostly used to create highly detailed prototypes or moulds for
investment casting. NanoParticle Jetting technology, although not mature enough, could became
interesting for functional parts combining dielectric and conductive parts.
Sheet Lamination (SL)
This process consists on piling up thin foils of material to build the final part. Those foils usually
do not have the exact shape of the object section to build, so they are layer-by-layer cut to the desired
shape with a cutting tool or a concentrated heat source. The layers can be bonded in the pile with
different methods (glue, ultrasonic bonding, thermal, mechanical). Cutting step can be done before
or after bonding.
The main advantage is that raw material is easy to handle and that high production rates can be
reached, even combining different compatible materials in the same part. As main drawbacks, due
to the cutting step, this process generates a lot of waste, and the properties of the final part strongly
depends on the bonding process.
The bonding process can be adapted to a lot of different materials, which allows to build from paper
parts to, composite, plastic or metal parts.
To sum up, this technology is not very attractive in its actual development state. By this reason, the
use of this technique is not widely extended. Developments using robot arms to include several
materials and prefabricated parts is nevertheless a promising field of research [72].
Powder Bed Fusion (PBF)
In this process, a certain amount of powder is deposited and levelled over the building area with a
recoater to achieve a constant layer thickness. Once done, a concentrated heat source (usually laser,
but can also be an electron beam for metals, Figure 18 will melt the powder over the desired region.
After solidification, the molten material will be bonded to the underlying built part. The baseplate
with the solid part and the remaining powder will be displaced along the build direction and the
recoating process can start again.
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Figure 18: Schematic representation of the powder bed fusion process. Laser heat source with
mirror system (left) and electron beam source with magnetic system (right) [60]

In this process, the powder acts as a support structure, reducing the amount of solid support to add
and increasing the complexity of parts that can be conceived. Within metal PBF, the electron beam
process requires a sintering of all the powder, increasing the supporting capability of the powder
and making support almost useless. Even more, the sintering of the powder makes that the melting
process happens in a high temperature environment (around 50-60% of the melting temperature),
reducing residual stresses and distortions [73].
PBF allows to create complex parts with high accuracy and relatively low roughness. This kind of
process is one of the oldest and the most mature AM processes. In consequence, a significant amount
of literature can be found concerning the properties of the build parts. Almost fully dense parts can
be built with excellent mechanical and thermal performances and good geometric tolerances. The
main drawback is that expensive machines, specific powder handling and stocking system and
complex maintenance elevate the cost of built parts. It is worth to note that maximum sizes and
deposition rates are quite reduced (classically 0.1 to 0.2 kg/h [60]), although new systems with
multiple lasers and bigger build plates will multiply this production rate.
By the characteristics of this process, this technology has been used to create functional prototypes
for mechanical and thermal parts. Recently, serial parts are being certified and produced [74].
Concerning the available material for this technology, the choice is the most extensive. It goes from
wide range of polymers (Nylon/PA, ABS, TPU, PEEK, etc.) to a wide range of metals (aluminium,
copper, steel, nickel alloys, precious metals, intermetallic alloys, etc.). By its nature, ceramic
materials are not intended for this technology.
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To sum up, this technology represents an excellent compromise for high quality parts with good
geometrical tolerances and wide choice of materials. Lots of companies, research canters and
universities are equipped with this kind of equipment, creating an accessible global network and a
huge, cumulated knowledge. Also, several companies supply the powders, with a variety of
materials and specific compositions offered. The main limitation comes from the size of the parts
than can be built.
Binder Jetting (BJ)
In this process, the powder bed is layered as in the PBF process. The difference is that a printing
head equipped with hundreds of tiny nozzles drop tiny amounts of binding material over the powder
layer.
This process combines the advantages of material jetting (simplicity, cost effectivity and
productivity) with those of the powder bed (variety of materials available, powder as support). Even
more, metals parts made with this technology does not undergo the solidification process and so
residual stresses and geometrical distortions are inexistent.
After the build is complete, a “green part” is obtained. Several options are available to increase the
quality of the part:
•
•

Infiltration: Depending on the powder material, a cyanoacrylate adhesive (ceramics powder) or
bronze (metal powder) is injected to fill the pores between the powder particles: and
Sintering: Mainly used for metals.

Surface treatments are usually required to remove external roughness. The final part will be highly
impacted depending on the binder or the post-processing operations. And in the case of sintering
post-processing, shrinkage could appear. That is one of the major drawbacks of this technology.
Binder jetting is used for applications in which external aspect is a primary concern. Their
application for functional or mechanical parts is limited as the binder usually have a brittle
behaviour and, in the case of infiltration, material properties are poorer than a full dense material.
Still, it can be interesting for metal alloys that have a high reflexivity or that are brittle and would
be difficult to work in other processes.
Direct Energy Deposition (DED)
In this process, the heat or energy source is introduced while the feedstock ensuring its simultaneous
deposition and melting. Their terminology depends on the energy source and the kind of feedstock
used, Figure 19.
This process has the advantage that building is not limited to the cartesian XYZ translation but also
can be combined with rotations giving extra degrees of freedoms. Thanks to this feature, supports
structures are not needed and it can be used for repair or adding functionalities to an already existing
part. It is also worth to note that these processes allow a high depositions rates and, in some cases,
they are not size limited, being able to build parts of several meters long.
The drawbacks come mainly from a bad surface roughness, high residual stress and geometric
tolerances that can be highly degraded due to spring back effect. These features make that postRECET4Rail GA 101015423 D1.1
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processing operations such as thermal treatments or machining to final tolerances are needed, with
the additional cost and cycle time that they imply.
This process is mainly used for metals and several alloys are available in the different types of
feedstock and adapted for different heat sources.
To sum up, this process is well suited for medium and big size metallic parts, mainly structural
parts. A certain geometrical complexity can be achieved with these technologies.

Figure 19: Schematic of different direct energy deposition process: a) laser DED; b) electron beam
DED, c) gas metal arc DED, d) gas tungsten arc DED, e) plasma arc DED [60]

2.4 State of the art – THERMO-FLUIDICS – HEAT EXCHANGER
2.4.1

Introduction

All electronic devices produce heat, which must be dissipated to prevent junction temperature from
exceeding expected operating temperatures. In recent years, on-board circuit electronic devices and
integrated circuits, including transistors, produce more and more heat as their power and
performance requirements increase. Therefore, there arises a challenge of improving the efficiency
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of heat sinks in order to reduce the occupancy of the heat sinks and improve the service life of
electronic devices.
In order to meet this challenge, additive manufacturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional
(3D) printing, is one of the potential solutions that can produce complex designs of heat sinks such
as the truss structure. This is carried out in order to reduce the volume of the heat sink and its mass,
while keeping thermal loads and higher power densities by increasing the contact surface per unit
of volume. The heat sinks manufactured by AM must certainly be optimised according to the
targeted heat transfer mechanism (natural convection, forced air convection or forced liquid
convection). Furthermore, the final application must also consider the various factors impacting its
overall efficiency, as pressure drop, roughness, the fluid used and its properties.
In the following paragraphs, a review of the literature on the materials employed for heat exchanger
in AM and the use of AM to produce a new generation of heat sinks based on an optimised lattice
structure is made. Recent research work is detailed and classified according to many criteria such
as heat transfer mechanism, working fluid, heat sink material.
2.4.2

Materials for heat exchanger in AM

Traditionally, heat exchangers have been made of metallic materials because of their high thermal
conductivity and capacity and good mechanical properties at low and high temperatures. According
to the introduction on AM technologies, metal parts can be built with almost all the technologies,
each one having its advantages and drawbacks. At this point, a trade-off must be done taking into
account the heat exchanger constraints (size, complexity, material, tolerances, etc.). When using
AM, geometries are complex, thin and compact, and tolerances are tight because deviations from
nominal geometries could lead to a non-desired working condition. With these constraints to be
satisfied, powder bed fusion, binder jetting and material jetting seems to be the best adapted
processes. Still, binder jetting and material jetting process lead to “green parts”. When a high
geometrical accuracy is needed, these technologies cannot be achieved dues to the shrinkage during
the sintering process. At this point, powder bed fusion (PBF) seems to be the most appropriated
process for AM heat exchangers.
Among all metals, the better suited for heat exchanges are those having a high conductivity.
Classically, two metal families have been used: aluminium and copper-based alloys. At a first
glance, their high reflectivity could entail manufacturing problems due to reflection when used in
PBF process that uses a light source as heat source (laser for example, LBM). At this point, Electron
Beam Technology (EBM) could appear as the most adapted for heat exchanger. It is also worth to
note that usually, powder for LBM are not the same or are not compatible with EBM technology.
In general, there will be less powder suppliers and available alloys compositions for EBM because
this technology is less widespread.
In the following subsections, the state of the art of aluminium and copper alloys for additive
manufacturing will be detailed and their maturity will be addressed for each PBF technology. At
the end, the trade-off between properties (thermal, mechanical, wear resistance, corrosion, etc.) and
manufacturability will guide a rational choice of material family and technology that will be studied
in this project. In order to make as easier as possible the comparison, some criteria mixing thermal
and mechanical performances will be established:
Thermal properties
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𝜆 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝑊/(𝑚 ∙ 𝐾)]
𝜌 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝑔/𝑐𝑚3 ]

;

;

𝐶𝑝 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝐽/(𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾)]

Mass & Mechanical properties
𝑌𝑆 = 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑡 0.5% 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 [𝑀𝑃𝑎]

𝜌
𝐶𝑡 = [𝑔/(𝑊 ∙ 𝑐𝑚4 ∙ 𝐾)]
𝜆

Derivated criteria
𝜌
; 𝐶𝑡 ∗ =
∙ 1000 [1/(𝑊 ∙ 𝑐𝑚2 ∙ 𝐾)]
𝜆 ∙ 𝑌𝑆

For the derived criteria, the lower the value, the better the trade-off between thermal and massmechanical properties.
COPPER ALLOYS FOR POWDER BED FUSION
Copper, elaborated with conventional process, is known for its good thermal properties but low
mechanical properties. Most of the copper products in the market have been previously cold worked,
inducing a strain hardening and thus better mechanical properties. But this option to enhance its
mechanical properties is not possible for AM copper parts, in which a quite soft material with the
final geometry will be produced. So, among all copper and copper alloys, the most interesting for
AM will be those alloys that can be strengthen by heat treatment’s induced precipitation. In Table
2, the main European powder suppliers and their copper-based powder are listed and divided by
technology (LBM and EBM). When available from powder manufacturer datasheet, the technology
for which each powder aimed to be used with are given. To facilitate the comparison, if the same
composition is available through conventional manufacturing process, their typical properties are
given in Table 3. If other complementary information related to AM properties is found in scientific
literature, the values will be given with the reference of the publication.

Alloy
Pure copper
CU OFHC
Cu – HCP
CuCr1Zr
CuNi3Si
CuAg0.1P
CuTeP
CuNi2.5SiCr
CuNi30Mn1Fe

Table 2: Copper base powder compositions and suppliers
ASTM
Powder suppliers for LBM
Powder suppliers for
N°
EBM
C19000
Haraeus [75] , Linbraze [77], EOS [76]
Linbraze, Makin [77]
C10200
Haraeus, GKN [78], KME [79], EOS, TLS [80]
GKN, TLS
C10300
KME
C18150
Haraeus, GKN, KME, EOS, TLS
GKN, TLS
C70320
GKN, TLS
Linbraze, GKN, TLS
C10700
KME
C14500
KME
C18000
KME, TLS
TLS
C71520
KME
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Table 3: Copper alloys properties obtained through conventional manufacturing methods.
« * » represents properties for a heat-treated state.
Alloy
(ASTM N°)

Densit
y
[g/cm3
]
8.90

Thermal
conductivit
y
[W/(m∙K)]
250

Thermal
Capacity
[J/(kg∙K)
]
390

YS
[MPa]

UTS
[MPa]

E
[GPa
]

>125

>250

8.94

390

390

>60

8.88

323

380

8.8

190

377

CuAg0.1P
(C10700) [81]

8.94

380

385

CuTeP
(C14500) [81]

8.94

350

385

CuNi2.5SiCr
(C18000)
[83][85]
CuNi30Mn1F
e
(C71520) [86]

8.80

210

8.95

310

Pure copper
(C19000) [81]
CU OFHC
(C10200) [81]
CuCr1Zr
(C18150) [81]
[82]
CuNi3Si
(C70320) [81]

Ct

Ct*

120

0,0356

0,2848

>225

120

0,0229

0,3821

>230
(>486*
)
>300
(>590*
)
>220
(>310)

120

0,0275

0,4582
(0.0916)

135

0,0463

0,3860
(0,1053)

117

0,0235

0,3361
(0,0856)

>220
(>344)

117

0,0235

0,3649
(0,0824)

385

>60
(>345*
)
>120
(>440*
)
>70
(>275*
)
>70
(>310*
)
>483

>580

115

0,0419

0,0868

380

>125

>310

140

0,0289

0,2310

g
1
[
]
W∙cm4 ∙K [W∙cm2 ∙K]

It is worth to note that powder suppliers are able to produce on demand copper alloys and custom
compositions alloys for LBM/EBM, both at European (i.e.: Sandvik, Oerlikon, Kymera) and
worldwide (i.e.: Praxair, Carpenter, Elementum, CNPC POWDER). But, aiming for an accessible
process and widely available manufacturing capability, custom and only on demand powders have
not been considered.
From Table 2, it can be concluded that commercially pure grade or extremely pure copper powders
are the most available in the market. Nevertheless, when regarding their thermal and mechanical
properties, they are not the most performant.
From Table 2 and Table 3, it can be noticed that CuCr1Zr manufactured by LBM seems to be a
good candidate, as this powder composition is available from several suppliers and it has a good
ratio for both Ct and Ct*.
In agreement with the previous conclusions, a literature research has been done on this alloy
produced by AM. Although dedicated scientific papers are not many, some trends and useful
information can be extracted:
•

As already described, the high thermal conductivity of copper alloys can be a drawback for
LBM process, as local thermal gradients will be extremely high leading to delamination, layer
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•

curling and part failure [87]-[90]. Furthermore, pure copper alloys show a high reflexivity to
classic near IR lasers of LBM machines (usually 1030-1080nm of wavelength), making that less
than 25% of the laser energy is absorbed in the powder [89]-[91]. Hopefully, alloying elements
of CuCr1Zr seems to increase the absorption coefficient to 37%, increasing its manufacturability
[91]. Further studies focused in the creation a PVD layer on powder that allows a higher
absorption have been made, but this process route seems to be too complex for a direct industrial
application [92];
Despite the higher absorption coefficient, special process parameters had to be developed to
achieve low porosity. The most straight forward strategy consisted in an extensively exploration
of the Power-Speed-Hatching Distance process map [90][91][93][94]. From these studies
several sets of parameters achieving a high density have been found, Figure 20;

Process window for the paremeter-study with (a) single-melting and (b) remelting; (c)
and (d) sowhing the optical images of a cross-section from the corresponding CuCrZrspecimens with (c) 99% and (d) 99.96% bulk density

Response plots of the relations between parameters and
density of the manufactured parts

Figure 20: Surface response of the parametric experimental test for CuCrZr copper alloy [91][94]

•

This alloy is hardened by precipitation hardening. This precipitation could have important
impact on both mechanical and thermal properties. As-built material must undergo a thermal
treatment to achieve better performances:
o Due to the extremely high cooling rates, [91] conclude that the as-built material would be
found in a supersaturated solid solution, like the one that is usually found after the solution
annealed state. The author suggested that the annealing stage of the heat treatment could be
avoided and an ageing stage can be done directly on as-build material. Thermal conductivity
was measured to 126 W/(m·K) for as-built material and raised to 309 W/(m·K) after the heat
treatment, a value that is close to the one found for conventional manufacturing process,
Table 3; and
o More detailed information can be found in [95], where different heat treatment routes with
a finer follow-up of properties during the heat treatment has been done. Unlike previously
evoked, this works indicates that as-build material is not in a solid annealed state like.
Indeed, thermal conductivity was twice higher for annealed material when compared to asbuild, although hardness evolution was much constrained, Table 4. Also, according to that,
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direct ageing from as-built state is not equivalent to the full cycle (annealing + ageing). Still,
depending on the desired mechanical properties, a direct ageing could be a good compromise
between shorter heat treatment and mechanical/thermal properties. Although as-built
microstructures are not the same between LBM and EBM, direct ageing seems to be the best
approach for EBM parts [96], achieving hardness and thermal conductivity levels that are
higher than the conventional parts.
Table 4: Hardness and thermal conductivity of CuCrZr alloy before and after heat treatment [95]

Figure 21: Curve progression of the (a) hardness and (b) thermal conductivity of CuCrZr alloy after
DAH heat treatment at various exposures times and temperatures [95]

•
•

As-built material shows an isotropic-like thermal behaviour [97]. As already said, heat treatment
or high temperature cycles makes evolve the properties, Figure 22 and Figure 23; and
No wear results or comparisons have been found for LBM/EBM CuCrZr alloy.
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Figure 22: Thermal conductivity
for the as-built material in three
building directions. « -2 »
indicates the repeated test cycle
from 20°C to 1000°C [97]

Figure 23: b) → Thermal diffusivity for the as-built material in three
building directions. « -2 » indicates the repeated test cycle from 20°C
to 1000°C [97]
a) → Evolution of thermal diffusivity for the vertical direction build
samples depending on direct ageing temperature [97]

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS FOR POWDER BED FUSION
As copper, aluminium elaborated with conventional process is known to be a lightweight metal with
good thermal properties and moderate mechanical properties. Aluminium alloy usually undergo a
cold working or a precipitation hardening to enhance its mechanical properties. As for copper, cold
working is not possible as parts will be built with close-to-nominal geometry.
So, among all aluminium alloys, the most interesting for AM will be those that can be strengthened
by heat treatment’s induced precipitation. It is worth to note that aluminium alloys have been more
widely studied and developed than copper alloys for AM, so powder suppliers and powder
compositions will be larger. The main worldwide powder suppliers and their aluminium based
powders for LBM are listed in Table 2. The upper part of Table 5 contains the non-trademark alloys,
while the bottom part contains proprietary compositions.

Alloy
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg-0403
AlSi7Mg0.6
AlSi12
AlSi9Cu3
A20X
Scalmalloy
Addalloy
A1000-RAM10
A1000-AM
A2024-RAM10
A2024-RAM2
A6061-RAM2
A7050-RAM2

Table 5: Aluminium base powder compositions and suppliers
Europeans
Worldwide
TLS[98], SLM Solutions[99],
Carpenter[105], 3D Systems[106],
APWorks[100], EOS[101], GKN[78],
CNPC POWDER[107], AMC
Renishaw[102], AP&C[103], Haraeus[104]
Powders[108]
Carpenter
SLM Solutions, EOS, GKN, AP&C, Haraeus
3D Systems, AMC Powders
3D Systems
SLM Solutions
A20X (Aeromet)[109]
APWorks[110], Haraeus
NanoAl[110]
Elementum[111]
Elementum
Elementum
Elementum
Elementum
Elementum
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From Table 2, it can be concluded that AlSi10Mg and AlSi7Mg0.6 are the most widely available in
the market. Those alloys should be specially considered if the manufacturing is not restrained to a
single location (i.e.: several maintenance or production sites) as more local companies would be
able to work with and powder supply would be faster and not constrained to a single supplier.
Table 6 contains mechanical and thermal properties given by powder suppliers, so values inherited

directly from AM process. If any information is not available on supplier’s datasheet, a literature
research will complete the missing data (if available). In such case, the reference will be added. It
is worth to note that aluminium alloys, depending on the composition, could undergo several heat
treatments routes, leading to different results. A conservative approach has been adopted and values
in Table 6 represent the worst performance in terms of thermal and mechanical behaviour. As
consequence, Ct and Ct* values are the maximum limit. Adapted process building parameters and
heat treatment would lead to enhanced performances.
Table 6: Aluminium alloys properties obtained through conventional manufacturing methods « * »
represents properties in for a heat treated state
Density
[g/cm3]

Thermal
conductiv
ity
[W/(m∙K)
]

Thermal
Capacity
[J/(kg∙K)]

2,66

>130

860[112]

2,68

>130

2,67

>150

>890[113]

AlSi12

2,69

>130

AlSi9Cu3
[42–44]

2.7

>110

A20X

2,86

Scalmallo
y

2,67

Addalloy

Alloy
(ASTM
N°)
AlSi10Mg
AlSi10Mg
-0403
AlSi7Mg0
.6

A1000RAM10
A1000AM
A2024RAM10
A2024RAM2
A6061RAM2
A7050RAM2

Ct*
Ct
g
1
[
] [
]
W∙cm4 ∙K W∙cm2 ∙K

YS
[MPa]

UTS
[MPa]

E
[GPa]

>380
(>260*)
>415
(>340*)
>380
(>285*)
>470
(>340*)

>70
(>60)

<0,0205

>70

<0.0206

>70

<0,0178

>930
[114][115]

>220
(>140*)
>210
(>175*)
>225
(>170*)
>260
(>210*)

>65
(>60)

<0,0207

>880

>220

>374

>60

<0.0245

<0.1115

>310
(>345*)

>370
(>445)

>75

105 [119]

>470

>500

>70

0,0254

0.0541

2,67

>110

>260
(>410*)

>320
(>435*)

0,0245

0,0942
(0,0538)

2,91

110

>262

>343

>90

0,0269

0,1028

2,7

215

>76

>100

>70

0,01244

0,1637

2,97

85

>380
(>535*)

>450
(>555*)

>95

0,03533

0,0932
(0,0660)

>400

>495

>80

>285

>315

>75

0,0229

0.0805

>480

>495

>75

2,81
2,73
2,85

120

<0,0933
(<0,1425)
<0.0981
(<0.1178)
<0,0791
(<0,1047)
<0,0751
(0,0960)

From Table 6, it can be seen that “Ct” coefficient is for all the alloys lower than for any copper alloy
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(lower means better). Thermal conductivity being heat treatment dependent, this parameter could
be even lower. The results from the copper Vs aluminium comparison are almost the same for the
“Ct*” coefficient, although some heat treatment entails a lower YS, leading to worse thermal
performances. Among the two alloys identified in Table 5, AlSi7Mg0.6 shows slightly better thermal
properties. A special mention should be given to A1000-AM alloy. This alloy is specially intended
for thermal applications with the highest thermal conductivity, reaching a really low “Ct” but a high
“Ct*” due to its low mechanical properties. For applications in which the part is used at a certain
temperature, these values would be even lower and other phenomena as creep could be onset even
for low mechanical loading.
In agreement with the previous conclusions, a literature research has been done on AlSi7Mg0.6
produced by AM. The mechanical behaviour and the effect of heat treatments on these properties
have been extensively studied for this alloy, but less studies have been focused on its thermal and
wear behaviour. Nevertheless, some results are available:
•

•

As it was the case for copper alloys, the high thermal conductivity of aluminium alloys and its
high reflexivity to near IR lasers (91 to 93% reflectivity [120][121] can be a drawback for LBM
process, requiring high laser power to melt the powder. Related to low density of aluminium
powder, flowability is poorer than in other AM metals [120]. The main problem seems to be
related to the surface oxidation of the melted layers, that combined with the effect of moisture
intake by the powder, enhanced the introduction of defects as porosity, lack-of-fusion and oxide
films [120]-[122];
Special process parameters had to be developed to achieve low porosity. The most straight
forward strategy consisted in an extensively study going from exploring the Power-SpeedHatching Distance process map [123]. From these studies several sets of parameters achieving
a high density have been found, Figure 24;

Figure 24: Process window for the parameter-study. 250W laser power, 1400mm/s scan speed,
0.1mm hatch distance and 0.03mm layer thickness lead to 99.8% bulk density for AlSi7Mg0.3 [123]

•

As said before, this alloy could undergo several heat treatments having important impact on
both mechanical and thermal properties. Although no extensive data have been found for
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AlSi7Mg0.6, results on other alloys from the same family can be, with some precautions,
extrapolated to AlSi7Mg0.6:
o For casting aluminium alloys, thermal conductivity increases with annealing temperature
[124], Figure 25. The studied annealing consisted in a 3h holding time at the heat treatment
temperature with a slow cooling in the furnace. It was concluded than over 250°C,
precipitation started with small Si precipitates that gets coarser when increasing the
temperature. In this study, AlSi7Mg showed better thermal conductivity than other
aluminium alloys that were presented in Table 3;
o Manufacturing process can modify as-built thermal properties [125]. This variation was
observed on an AlSi12 alloy built by DED process, showing additive manufacturing parts
better thermal properties than casted one, Figure 26; and
o As-built AlSi10Mg material properties evolves during the first thermal cycle if the
precipitation temperature is overpassed (around 350°C). Once precipitation is finished, the
properties remains constant and at the same level as the part were undergo an annealing
treatment, Figure 27 and Figure 28. This increase of thermal conductivity is even higher
than the one obtained in casted parts ([124], Figure 25) with a higher final value for LBM
parts.
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Figure 25: Evolution of thermal conductivity
for cast alloys depending on annealing
temperature (data from [124])

Figure 26: Thermal conductivity for AlSi12
build by DED process [125]

Figure 27: Heat capacity evolution for asbuilt and annealed (300°C during 2h,
« Reference ») AlSi10Mg LBM parts during
heating cycles [122]

Figure 28: Thermal conductivity evolution for
as-built and annealed (300°C during 2h,
« Reference ») AlSi10Mg LBM parts during
heating cycles [122]

•
•

As-built material shows an isotropic-like thermal behaviour Figure 28. Annealing treatment
seems to remove any residual anisotropy;
Corrosion test on as-built AlSi10Mg shows that LBM parts have better corrosion resistance that
the same alloys fabricated by traditional methods[121][126]. In the as-built microstructure, this
can be explained by the Si network acting as corrosion barrier. Heat treatments (annealing or
homogenisation) will break this network lowering its corrosion resistance. Direct ageing or
artificial ageing heat treatments could be a compromise to achieve higher mechanical and
thermal properties while maintaining corrosion resistance. Surface roughness, controlled by
process parameters, appears also as an important feature that reduces or enhances corrosion rate
and pitting;
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•

For applications with liquids, cavitation erosion has been studied for AlSi10Mg [127]. Results
showed that AM parts differ greatly from that of the reference wrought sample. Although in
the first seconds of the test erosion rate was higher for LBM parts (roughness and pores related
phenomena), the erosion rate entered in a steady-state with low erosion rate,

•

Figure 29 and Table 5. For LBM parts, surface didn’t present large and deep craters that are
usually found in wrought parts; and

Table 7: Mean value from curves of mass
loss rate of all samples. Tests were
performed twice [53].

Figure 29: Cavitation erosion for
AlSi10Mg. « D » represent the reference
wrought part [127]
•

The as-built finer grain structure produced by SLM results in good resistance in the case of
sliding wear, being mass loss rates much lower than casted or extruded counterparts [128][129].
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Process parameters, affecting hardness and porosity has a direct impact on the wear rate, Figure
32. Wear mechanism is abrasive for higher hardness materials but can shift to adhesive as the
hardness decreases. Annealing treatment can lead to mechanical softening, increasing the wear
rate, Figure 31.

Figure 30: Volume per meter loss
after wear tests of AlSi10Mg
samples obtained by casting and
LBM.

Figure 31: Effect of heat treatment on the wear
rate and hardness for a LBM AlSi12 [122]

Figure 32: Wear rates for LBM
AlSi12 in as-build state depending
on laser power [130]

2.4.3

Conclusions on materials for heat exchanger in LBM

From all the materials that can be built in PBF process, copper and aluminium alloys were the better
suited for heat exchanger applications. Keeping in mind a serial production and a delocalisation in
the manufacturing of the parts (built where needed):
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•

•
•
•

•

Aluminium alloys should be preferred as they are more mature and widely available than copper
alloys. From a technical point of view, thermal performance should not be negatively impacted
for this choice as aluminium alloys shows better “Ct” and “Ct*” than copper alloys.
Also, LBM process will be preferred;
Among the different aluminium alloy compositions, proprietary ones should be avoided as it
adds extra constraints for powder availability and scientific and technology feedback;
Although not as deeply explored as AlSi10Mg, AlSi7Mg0.6 seems a good choice as it is widely
available and, from the preliminary results, it can achieve better mechanical and thermal
performances. Indeed, these performances seems to be better than those obtained by casting or
extrusion; and
In as-built state, high mechanical, wear, and corrosion properties are achieved, but they can
evolve with heat treatments. While the heat treatment seems to be beneficial for thermal
performance, all the other properties can be degraded. Special attention must be taken to fix a
heat treatment that allows a satisfying trade-off between the different properties regarding the
heat exchanger constraints.

2.4.4

Heat exchanger – Thermo-fluidic part

WHAT IS A LATTICE STRUCTURE?
A lattice structure can be defined as a three-dimensional structure with open, topologically ordered
cells composed of one or more repeated unit cells [131].These cells are characterised by the
arrangement of struts which are connected to each other via nodes. There are a multitude of types
of lattices (Figure 33) and each of them has very specific characteristics and thermal properties.
Indeed, depending on the topology of the cells (connectivity), or the geometry (cell size and strut
dimensions), the physical properties of the structures are considerably modified. Thus, this report
will compare the thermal efficiency of different lattice structures of different topologies and
geometries, in order to determine which structure has the best performance as a heat sink to be
applied to the railway industry. Porosity for a lattice structure is a fraction of the volume of voids
over the total volume, between 0 and 1, or as a percentage between 0% and 100%. It is a measure
of the void for a material.

Figure 33: Most used lattice structures: BCC (A), BCCZ (B), FCC (C), FCCZ (D), cubic (F), Octettruss (G),[131].

Table 8 shows the different topologies approach in this state of the art with the porosity, material,
the strut diameter, thermal conductivity, type of fluid, the author and the date.
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Table 8: Overview of the different heat sinks approach in this state of the art (in order of apparition)
with their different characteristics
Topology

Type

Porosity

Material

Thermal
conductivity
(W.m-1.K-1)

Strut
diameter
(mm)

Author

Date

BCC, OT, D,
BCCZ, BCCXYZ,
FCC, GBCC,
GFCC

Air

/

Aluminum

148.62

0.4 - 0.6

Benjamin
Vaissier

2019

Circular pin fins
rounded rectangle
NACA 0024
NACA 4424

Air

/

copper

385.0

/

T.N. Wong

2017

Pin fins

Air

/

Inconel 718

11.2

/

Kirsch, Thole

2017

Fins (round, square,
diamond)

Air

/

Al6061 T6

151–202

/

Philippe Dupuis

2016

Octet

Air

0.77069

Polypropylene

0.1720

0.518

Dixit

2020

SC-BCC-Truss

Air

0.77086

Polypropylene

0.1720

0.677

Dixit

2020

SC-FCC-truss

Air

0.77004

Polypropylene

0.1720

0.637

Dixit

2020

Kelvin

Air

0.77083

Polypropylene

0.1720

0.745

Dixit

2020

SC-plate

Air

0.7666

Polypropylene

0.1720

0.7

Dixit

2020

SC-truss

Air

0.77041

Polypropylene

0.1720

1.23

Dixit

2020

Octet Truss lattice

Air

0.869

AlSi10Mg

119

/

Aniket
Chaudhari

2019

FCCZ

Water

0.8

17-4 PH

17.9

0.4

Sungho Yun

2019

BCC (homogeneous
porous
structure)

Water

0.916

Titanium

7.45*

0.3

C.C Wang
Tseng

2019

BCC (nonhomogeneous
porous

Water

0.863

Titanium

7.45*

0.3

C.C Wang
Tseng

2019
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Topology

Type

Porosity

Material

Thermal
conductivity
(W.m-1.K-1)

Strut
diameter
(mm)

Author

Date

Air

0.92

Bisphenol

0.4*

2

Dong Liang
Wandong Bai

2020

structure)
FCC

*: Value for AM material
FREE AIR-COOLING SYSTEMS
Free (passive) cooling system uses the free convection (natural convection) mechanism to dissipate
heat towards the ambient fluid.
There are not many papers available on passive cooling. In fact, passive cooling heat sinks are used
to dissipate very low power (around 5 W) (e.g., for cooling of a LED for example).
Alexandersen et al.[132] investigated topology optimised designs for passive cooling of lightemitting diodes through extensive numerical parametric studies using Navier-Stokes and
convective-diffusion equations. The designs are optimised for two orientations (horizontal and
vertical) and compared to lattice design and pin fins. On the other hand, Lazarov et al [133], carried
on the same case by conducting an experimental study. It should be mentioned that the lattice heat
sinks used in the study are designed by a specialist's intuition without any optimisation.
In the numerical study [132], when the sink is in a horizontal position, as shown in Figure 34, it can
be seen that the temperature variation in the axial direction is more one-dimensional for the lattice
design. Furthermore, it is interesting to see that the temperature varies quite significantly in the
vertical direct direction due to locally higher flow velocities generated by the optimised design. It
can be seen on Table 9, that the optimised designs are more performant than the lattice with mean
h that reach 6.67 W.m-2.K-1 for the 1/2th sym. design.

Figure 34: Temperature above ambient (ΔT) distribution of the heat sinks surfaces and stream tubes for the
three designs at horizontal orientation for source power P= 1.08 W [132]

Table 9: Quantities calculated for the lattice design and the two optimised design at
horizontal orientation for source power P=1.08 W [132]
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Design
Lattice
1/8th sym.
1/2th sym.

(ΔTb above ambient)
7.68
5.70
5.47

h (W.m-2.K-1)
3.81
6.38
6.67

Considering the vertical orientation (Figure 35), a chimney-like appears at the center of the vertical
optimised design and the flow is forced inwards, this lead to a mass flow rate of 1.97 x 10-4 kg.s-1
compared to 1.56 x 10-4 kg.s-1 for the lattice design. It gives a larger and more well distributed
radial velocity than the horizontal design which lead to significantly higher convective heat transfer
on the baseplate of the heat sink.

Figure 35: Temperature above ambient (ΔT) distribution of the heat sinks surfaces and stream tubes
for the three designs at vertical orientation [132]

Alexandersen et al. [132] tried to optimise pin fins design by removing the inner circles of fins
design in order to create a chimney-like effect as shown in Figure 36.They have reached up to a
thermal resistance of 6.14 K.W-1 but still 20% worse than the topology optimised designs.

Figure 36: Temperature above ambient (ΔT) distribution of the heat sinks surfaces stream tubes for
two orientations of non-optimised and optimise heat sinks [132]

As a conclusion, topology optimised designs give 26% lower package temperature using 12% less
material compared to lattice fin design. But as mentioned previously, the lattice design in this study
is intuited by a specialist and isn’t numerically optimised.
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To confirm the superior performance of topology optimised heat sinks compared to lattice designs,
an experimental validation study by Lazarov et al. [133] has been realized.
For this study, the same heatsinks as for the numerical study [132] were used, namely the following
models: three industrial design solutions (AT, BT and CT), a commercial heatsink (DT), a pin fin
model (PF) and a topology-optimised for horizontal orientation heat sink (see Figure 37). All the
samples have been produced in aluminum with the characteristics presented in Table 10.

Figure 37: Different models used : AT (a), BT (b), CT (c) , DT (d), TO (e) and PF (f). [133]
Table 10: Main characteristics of Aluminum used for AM [133]

k (W.m-1.K-1)
175

Cp (J.kg-1.K-1)
903

ρ(kg.m-3)
2702

The purpose of this study is to compare the variation of ΔT (temperature difference between the
two thermocouples: one positioned between the power source and the attached sink, and a second
one to measure the ambient temperature near the setup) for different input powers (from 1.09 W to
5.27 W) and according to two orientations (horizontal and vertical).
Table 11: Experimental measurements of Δt, the difference between the temperature at the center of
the heat sink plate and the ambient temperature for different power inputs [133]
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The study shows that the topology-optimised (TO) heat sink performs better than all other heat
sinks. Indeed, the TO and pin designs (PF) have higher flow velocities (due to density difference),
resulting in increased mass flow and convection effects. This is because these models have a lowpressure cavity in the center, which accelerates the fluid.
Indeed, the TO has a more porous geometry in its center than in its external surface, which allows
the surrounding cold air to be sucked in the center of the heat sink, allowing a better cooling. This
TO has been optimised for a horizontal position, which explains why it performs better in horizontal
than in vertical position. As it is shown, the DT model, which is a commercial heatsink, is more
efficient than other heatsinks in vertical orientation for 2.96 W and 5.27 W. It would thus be possible
to create a second TO which would be optimised in the vertical orientation and which would be
more efficient than the DT model. In addition, the DT model has a large contact area which is at the
origin of its efficiency, however it is also much larger and heavier than the other models.
To conclude, the optimised design achieves 21-23% lower temperature for 17% lower material
amount. This experimental study validates the results obtained in the numerical study.
Vaissier et al. [134] introduced a new framework to carry out a numerical parametric study of the
design of different lattice structures for electronics passive cooling. They studied most of the lattices
used today (BCC, FCC, OTL, GBCC, etc.) and carried out a parametric design optimisation in order
to optimise the surface to occupancy ratio. Thanks to that optimisation they found two Ω (Ω = beam
diameter (d)/length of one-unit cell (a)) maximising the surface to occupancy ratio. One value takes
(d) as constant and the other one takes (a) as constant. After finding the optimal surface to occupancy
ratio they conducted a simulation of passive cooling on BCCxyz lattice structure regular oriented
and graded oriented. Regular oriented structure means that lattice structure parameters are constant
through the sample. Therefore, graded oriented structure mean that there is a gradation in the
structural parameters through the sample. They chose BCCxyz for its best surface-to-occupancy
ratio when optimised. Vaissier et al. compared the two BCCxyz lattice structures to pin based and
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fin-based heat sinks and found a diminution of 30% of the maximal temperature (for a 5 W heat
flux) compared to the pin-based heat sinks. (See Table 12).
Table 12: Simulation results for the academic test case [134]

Type
Tmax

Pin based
283.8

Fin based
247.5

Regular oriented lattice
201.9

Graded oriented lattice
224.6

It can be seen on Table 12 that the graded oriented lattice has a higher maximal temperature (in
steady state) than the regular oriented one. This is because the graded oriented lattice chosen in the
comparison was not the best compromise (dtop=0.5mm and dbottom=0.8). It can be seen on Figure 38
that the lowest maximal temperature is found with the following parameters: dtop=0.5 and dbottom
=0.53 and the highest with the parameters used in Table 12. The gradation has a very low amplitude
and can hardly be visually detected. This shows us that gradation seems to have a very low influence
on the temperature when carried out this way. However as seen in the paper by Alexandersen et al.
[132], intern gradation by creating a hollow in the middle of the structure can create a chimney-like
effect and enhance thermal performances.
To conclude on this study of Vaissier et al. [134], authors performed two simulations on industrial
cases: Industrial carter and industrial bent pipe. They found respectively a diminution of 33% and
10% of the maximal temperature for the carter and the bent pipe that shows the effectiveness of
lattice structure over fins-based heat sinks in natural convection.

Figure 38: Variation of the maximal température according to the dbottom value of graded lattice
structures (dtop=0.5 mm) [134]

As demonstrated in the above papers, natural convection heat dissipation is effective under some
conditions. First of all, the power to be dissipated must be low (around 5W), to limit junction
temperature. If the power to be dissipated is important, it will be relevant to use another type of
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cooling (forced convection for example).
In addition, it is important to design optimal heat sinks, their architecture will define their efficiency
in diffusing heat. Indeed, although the fluid velocities in natural convection are low, some structural
configurations allow to increase the flow velocities, which considerably increases the heat
dissipation.
The use of optimisation codes in the design of a heat sink is proving very useful, indeed the study
conducted by Alexandersen et al. [132] shows that computer optimised topologies present better
results in terms of heat diffusion for a smaller amount of material.
FORCED AIR COOLING
Forced air cooling is a common method used to dissipate heat by thermal convection. A forced air
system needs ventilation to move the air, so it requires logically more energy than free-air (passive)
cooling. In the following sections, forced air cooling heat sinks are classified in two categories: pinfins and lattice.
Pin fins
The pin fin heat sink is a cooling system commonly used in the industry. It is composed of a base
plate and pins that extend from the base. These pins may have different cross section: cylindrical,
square, elliptical, or round. The fins accumulate the heat conducted from the base and to be
dissipated as the fluid pass around them. The temperature of the fins will decrease from the base to
the top creating a temperature gradient. Jafari et al. [135] conducted in 2018 a state of the art of the
utilisation of laser melting technology on heat transfer devices.
Table 13 summaries the heat transfer efficiency and pressure drop comparison of some additively
manufactured Heat exchangers with a base case made by machining as reported in [135]. It shows
significant enhancement in heat transfer from 11% to 40% for the 6 papers considered. That
means at first sight that additive manufacturing seems to produce a significant enhancement on
forced air heat sinks. However, most of papers cited in this paper are about Pin fins optimisation
as in the work of Ho and al. [136] and of Kirsch and al. [137] which are studied further in this
report. Many other papers about Pin fins in forced air convection devices are already analyzed in
Jafari et al.[135] and Nafis et al.[138]. In fact, pin fins-based heat sink is a technology already
well documented and massively used in the industry. However, most of them are produced by
classical processing techniques.
Table 13: Comparison of additively manufactured Heat Exchangers in comparison of its
baseline. [135]
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Kirsch et al.[137] studied experimentally microchannel pin fins arrays additively manufactured in
Inconel 718 by Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) and compared them to studies from the literature.
These papers about pin fins arrays represent well traditionally milled pin fins which is characterised
by much lower surface roughness than additively manufactured pin fins. Four different samples of
pin fins arrays where produced with different spacings, pressure loss and heat transfer were
measured. On Figure 39 we can see how coupons are classified with 3 parameters. On Figure 40
and Figure 41 we can see the produced coupons with a picture and a computerized tomography scan
(CT-scan).
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Figure 39: Pin fin spacing nomenclature
[137]

Figure 40: Picture of L-PBF coupon showing
smoothed flange and all support structures
removed [137]

Figure 41: CT scan slice of top down view of the S/D=2.0 , X/D=2.6 coupon , with one pin fin
magnified [137]

On Figure 42 it can be seen the friction factor results for the four coupons vs. the Reynolds Number.
It shows that the coupons with the tightest streamwise and spanwise spacings (S/D=1.5, X/D=1.3)
have 35% higher roughness value than the coupon with the widest spacings (S/D=4.0, X/D=2.6).
Previous study by Stimpson et al showed that friction factor is correlated with the spanwise spacing,
but in this paper, coupons containing the same spanwise spacing (S/D=1.5) but with different
streamwise spacings have different friction factor values.
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Figure 42: Friction factor results for the four L-PBF pin fins arrays, along with the results from the
benchmarking coupon [137]

Figure 43 shows the friction factor augmentation from the work of Kirsch et al. [137] and smooth
walled pin fin from literature vs. Reynolds number. It shows that the augmentation of friction factor
is substantial for both additively manufactured pin fin and smooth walled one. However, at higher
Reynolds number the additively manufactured pin fins shows near 35% higher augmentation
compared to the smooth walled arrays.

Figure 43: Friction factor augmentation from both additively manufactured and smooth walled pin
fin arrays , along with the L-PBF straight microchannels with S/Dh=2.0 [137]

Figure 44 shows Nusselt versus Reynolds number. It could be seen that a consequent improvement
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of the heat transfer compared to the smooth channel as well as the baseline with no pin fin. Two
trends are observed: Tighter spanwise spacing give higher heat transfer and for a given spanwise
spacing, tighter streamwise spacing give higher heat transfer. Then, increasing the roughness of the
wall increase turbulence and therefore heat transfer.

Figure 44: Nusselt number vs Reynolds number for the 4 AM pin fin arrays , along with the results
from the benchmarking coupon [137]

Figure 45 and Figure 46 show direct comparison of friction factor augmentation and Nusselt
Number augmentation for Re=5000 and Re=20000.They both show that the augmentation in friction
factor far outweigh the heat transfer augmentation. In fact, the coupon 4 (S/D=4.0, X/D=1.73) seems
to be the better compromise between friction factor and Nusselt number. But the pressure drops and
its influence on the installation is not discussed in this paper.

Figure 45: Direct comparison of friction
factor augmentation and Nusselt number
augmentation of smooth walled and L-PBF
pin fin arrays with S/D = 2.0 and S/D =4.0 at
Re=5 000 [137]

Figure 46: Direct comparison of friction factor
augmentation
and
Nusselt
number
augmentation of smooth walled and L-PBF
pin fin arrays with S/D = 2.0 and S/D =4.0 at
Re=20 000 [137]
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Another paper by Dupuis and al.[139] compares experimentally the shape and configuration of fins
produced by the cold spray process which is an additive manufacturing process. The heat transfer
coefficient depending on Reynolds numbers is used in order to compare the different geometrical
configurations. The measurements were taken at flow rates of 20 to 70 L.min-1, which corresponds
to Reynolds numbers varying from 200 to 3500 depending on sample geometry. The test sample is
subjected to a constant heat flux provided by a strip heater and the material use is aluminum (Al6061
T6).
It can be seen on Figure 47 the convective heat transfer coefficient presented in respect of Reynolds
number. In general, round fins have better hydrodynamic performance than their square base fins.
Even though the round staggered configuration is better for small Reynolds number, the sample 5
(round inline) has the best thermal performance for the whole range. In addition, longer pin fins
have a better convective heat coefficient than shorter fins.

Figure 47: Convective heat coefficient vs. Reynolds number of the different samples [139]

Concerning the pressure drop (Figure 48), square fins have the lowest rate unlike diamond fins
which have the highest. This study shows that at a given fin density and shape, the staggered samples
have higher pressure drop than their inline counterparts. Logically higher pin fins density also means
higher pressure drop as it could be seen above. For 12 and 8 fpi (fins per inch), square inline pressure
drop does not change a lot unlike to round staggered pressure drop which is very different from 8
fpi to 12 fpi.
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Figure 48: Pressure drop results in respect of the Reynolds number for the different samples [139]

To conclude about this paper, the fin array configuration has a major impact on thermal performance
and pressure loss. The staggered configurations produce higher convective coefficients and higherpressure losses than inline configuration, because of the flow disturbance. The flow rate shape did
not change significantly with the fin shapes (round, diamond, square) or with Reynolds number as
long as the fins shape are in the same geometrical configuration. The inline configuration creates
less disturbance. Moreover, the disturbance increases from Re=500 to Re=1000 then decrease
significantly between Re=1000 to Re=2000. For the hydrodynamic performance, rounded fins are
efficient in terms of heat dissipation and pressure drop. There is more pressure drop due to form
drag than due to friction and the increase of the fin density affects the pressure losses a little bit but
enhances the thermal conductance. So, 12 fpi fin array seems to have better specific performance
than their 8 fpi counterparts.
As a conclusion of this section, the paper of Kirsch et al. [136] shows a link between the friction
value and the Reynolds number. There is a substantial augmentation of the friction factor for
additively manufactured pins when the Reynolds number increases. For Re=5000 and Re=20 000,
the augmentation of friction factor is way higher than the increase of heat transfer. In the paper of
Dupuis and al.[139], authors compare different configurations and shapes of pin fins to give an
overview of the thermal performance. The staggered configurations produce higher convective
coefficients and higher-pressure drop than inline configuration, because of the flow disturbance. In
general, round fins have better hydrodynamic performance than their square base fins. Form drag is
also a cause of pressure drop.
In a numerical study, Dixit et al.[140] compare the heat transfer performance of different kinds of
lattice architecture (Figure 49) arranged in array (Figure 50) by analyzing the temperature profile
and the pressure drop using the finite element code COMSOL 5.3. This is a forced convection case;
the fluid flow was simulated at a low Reynolds number in the range of 50−360 which corresponds
to air velocity in the range of 0.25 − 1.5 m.s-1. The air inlet temperature was 20°C. The various
lattice structures are made of polypropylene which has a thermal conductivity of 0.1720 W.m-1.K1 and a melting point of 175°C. The base plate temperature (heating surface) was 75°C.
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Figure 49: Different architecture of lattice structures: (a) SC-truss, (b) SC-BCC-truss, (c) SC-FCCtruss, (d) Kelvin, (e) Octet, (f) SC-plate [140]

Figure 50: SC-truss lattice cell-array considered in the study Dixit et al. [140]

It can be observed on Figure 51 that at lower velocities, the exit temperature of air is the highest for
Octet lattice followed by SC-plate, Kelvin, SC-BCC-truss, SC-FCC-truss and the lowest for SCtruss architecture. The Octet lattice structure seems to be more efficient to dissipate the heat with a
low velocity inlet. At higher velocities, SC-BCC-truss, SC-plate and Kelvin lattices exhibit higher
fluid exit temperatures than the Octet lattice.
It can be seen on Figure 52 that the heat transfer coefficient increases as the mass flow rate increases.
Once again, the octet structure seems to be more efficient for low velocity inlet fluid. SC-BCCTruss has the best heat transfer coefficient for high fluid inlet velocity.
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Figure 51: For each lattice structure, fluid
exit temperature depending on inlet fluid
velocity [140]

Figure 52: For each lattice structure, heat
transfer coefficient depending on the mass
flow rate [140]

The periodic lattice architecture has a good potential heat transfer rate due to their channelized
straight passages. As it can be seen on Figure 53, the more the porosity increases, the more the heat
transfer decreases, and the pressure drop decreases because for a constant unit cell volume a higher
porosity means lower interactive surface area. SC-BCC Truss has one of the lowest pressures drops
for an inlet velocity fluid of 0.5 m.s-1. Octet has the highest heat transfer rate for a relative density
between 0.1 and 0.25. The slope of pressure drop for SC-FCC truss increases suddenly after 0.15.

Figure 53: Heat transfer rate and pressure drop vs. porosity and relative density [140]

Another interesting result is on Figure 54, the area goodness factor (define by the j/f ratio) in respect
of Reynolds number. The area goodness factor gives an overview of performance, heat transfer and
pressure drop, and information on which heat exchanger requires the smallest contact surface for a
given pressure drop. SC-truss has the highest j/f ratio due to its low friction factor values.
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Where:
ΔP: Pressure drop
L: Length of unit-cell array (m)
Dh: Hydraulic diameter (m)

: Density (kg.m-3)
v: Velocity (m.s-1)
To conclude, the octet model has the best heat transfer for low inlet velocity fluid. SC-BCC shows
the best performance when velocity increases with less pressure drop. Moreover, SC-plates model
(Figure 49-f) significantly increases pressure drop (which increases the energy required by the
pump).
The SC-BCC-Truss model has the best trade-off between a good heat transfer and low pressure
drop.
So besides having a bad thermal conductivity, lattice structure in polymer has a convective heat
transfer comparable to metal parts.

Figure 54: Area goodness factor depending on the Reynolds number [140]

In another work, Chaudhari and al.[141] carried out an experimental study on the octet truss lattice
(OTL) structures made of AlSi10Mg by additive manufacturing and used as air cooled heat sinks.
Effective thermal conductivity, permeability, inertial coefficient, friction factor and wall Nusselt
number are measured for three samples of OTL structures (see Figure 55) with different porosities
(70.6%, 86.9 % and 91.3 %).
First, authors measured the thermal conductivity by using a method in which the sample is insulated
from all sides except from one where water flows. Error! Reference source not found. shows the r
esults obtained, sample 1 with the maximal porosity give the lowest thermal conductivity (k).
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Figure 55: OTL samples: sample 1 (91.3% porosity) , sample 2 ( 86.9% porosity), sample 3 (70.6%
porosity) [141]
Table 14: Effective thermal conductivity of octet truss structures samples determined experimentally
[141]

Then, authors conducted a heat and fluid flow experiment with a blower and heaters on one side of
the test samples. Figure 56 shows the experimentally measured friction factor for the three samples.
These are compared with friction factors of stochastic foam structures from the industry. The
authors tried to characterise the evolution of friction factor as a function of modified Reynolds
Number and found one equation for each sample.
𝑅𝑒𝑘 =

𝜌𝑢√𝐾
(5)
𝜇
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Figure 56: Comparison of friction factor and Reynolds number of octet truss structures with
stochastic foam relations. [141]

Figure 57 shows the variation of thermal resistance of the three samples in respect of the velocity
of the fluid. Sample 2 with a porosity of 0.869 seems to have a lower thermal resistance at almost
all velocity considered.

Figure 57: Variation of thermal resistance of different octet truss samples with velocity [141]

In the following of this paper, authors modified Nusselt number and Reynolds number to be a
function of Brinkman length in order to obtain a linear correlation between these two factors.
Therefore, modified Nusselt values obtained aren’t useful and cannot be compared to other papers
results. Later on, we will try to use thermal resistance results in Figure 57 and compare them with
values from others papers to evaluate OTL structures performances.
However, this paper still demonstrates that OTL structures have better thermal performances than
stochastic structures.
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In the following study, Chanhee Moon et al. [142] propose a numerical analysis of the fluid flow,
heat transfer and performance characteristics of Kelvin-cell based metal foam (KMF), the
performance of this type of lattice have been introduced Figure 49.
The unit cell structure of the KMF is composed by 32 struts and 24 nodes, as shown in Figure 58.
This network of struts and nodes allows to have suitable geometrical characteristics for the heat
exchanger, such as high surface density, high porosity, low weight, and good modulus of elasticity
and strength.
In this study, five KMF models with different structural geometries are created and compared. The
objective is to transform the circular struts of KMFs, conventionally used, into elliptical strut. Two
characteristics are considered to modify the strut section of KMFs: λa, the major diameter ratio of
the elliptical strut to the circular one, and λb, the minor diameter ratio of the elliptical strut to the
circular one.
Thus, a first model of KMF is created with circular strut of 0.270 mm (C0), from this model four
other models with elliptical struts are elaborated, two of them (E1-1, E1-2), are designed to maintain
the same circumferences as the circular strut, and the latter two (E2-1, 2-2) are designed to maintain
the same cross-section area as the circular strut. The strut dimensions of the five models are
presented in the Figure 58.

Figure 58: Kelvin-cell-based metal foam (KMF): (a) Unit cell geometry and strut types and (b)
feature of KMFs with different elliptical struts. [142]
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As for the simulation model, 8 KMF units are placed in a duct of 2 mm wide and 4 mm high. The
KMF unit material used for the simulation is Aluminum with a conductivity of kS=237 W.m-1.K-1.
A constant temperature of 373 K was maintained on the upper and lower sides of the duct at the
level where the KMF units are placed. The inlet air velocity is in the range from 0.5 to 5 m.s -1 and
the inlet air temperature is 298 K.

Figure 59: Diagram of the computational domain and boundary conditions. [142]

To study the hydro-thermal characteristics, a plane S is defined, it is rotated at 45° from the x-z
plane about the x-axis. The results obtained are presented in Figure 60 and Figure 61.

Figure 60: Fluid velocity on plane S of
different KMFs [142]

Figure 61: Heat rate of KMFs according to
inlet velocity [142]

As λa increases, the friction drags increases due to the surface area growth. However, the
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modification of λa has no real influence in terms of heat transfer performance.
Nevertheless, when λb decreases, the flow speed is reduced, this has a negative effect on the heat
transfer performance. Indeed, the KMFs with elliptical struts showed a lower heat transfer rate of
3.6 to 7.2% than that of the KMF with circular struts. The main explanation for this is that the fluid
is better mixed in KMFs with circular struts which increases the total heat transfer. According to
the author, it would be interesting to change the angle of attack for the elliptical struts, this would
increase the flow velocity and improve fluid mixing.
In this part, several key points have been highlighted. First, the importance of the geometry and
configuration of the pin fins can change the thermal performance of the heat sink. For high Reynolds
numbers (from 5000 to 20 000), the friction factor increases way faster than the heat transfer
augmentation. The paper by Dixit et al.[140] shows a comparison between different lattice
structures (simulation) and the impact of inlet fluid velocity and mass flow rate on the heat transfer.
Some architectures are better for low velocity fluid inlet like the octet configuration. And others
like SC-BCC Truss are more versatile and have a better trade-off between heat transfer and pressure
drop. The study of Chaudhari and al.[141] give results on thermal performance and friction factor
for the octet truss lattice (OTL) structures made of AlSi10Mg by additive manufacturing. It
demonstrates that OTL structures have better thermal performances than stochastic structures. And
in the next study by Chanhee Moon et al.[142], they look at the heat transfer and performance
characteristics of Kelvin-cell based metal foam (KMF). They modify the major diameter ratio of
the elliptical strut to the circular strut λa, and the minor diameter ratio of the elliptical strut to the
circular strut, λb in order to compare different geometry. The modification of λa has no real
influence in terms of heat transfer performance but when λb decreases, the flow speed is reduced,
this has a negative effect on the heat transfer performance.
To conclude this part of the report, a comparison between results of Chaudhari et al.[141], Dixit et
al.[140] and Dupuis et al.[139] is made. To make this comparison, area averaged equivalent heat
transfer coefficient on the baseplate surface (hhs) is used. It allows reliable performance comparison
between heat sinks:
ℎℎ𝑠 =

1
(𝑅𝑎)
𝑆𝑒𝑞

(6)

Where:
Ra: thermal resistance
Seq: equivalent baseplate area
The structures with the best performances in each paper are considered in the comparison. It can be
seen on Figure 62 that OTL and BCC structures outperform widely round pin fins in terms of heat
transfer. However, we cannot really conclude on which has the best thermal performances between
OTL and BCC structures due to the small differences between the two designs.
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Comparison of hhs from BCC[10] , OTL[11] and pin fins
structures[9]

hhs (W.m-2.K-1)
5000

Chaudari 2019 OTL (86,9%)
Dixit SC_BCC_Truss
Dupuis 2016 Round stagered 12 FPI
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Poly. (Dupuis 2016 Round stagered 12 FPI)
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Figure 62: Comparison of hhs for BCC[140], OTL [11] and pin fins structures [139]

The forced air cooling method is necessarily limited by the thermal conductivity of the air which is
0.0262 W.m-1.K-1. In comparison the water (at 20°C) has a thermal conductivity 23 times higher
with 0.6 W.m-1.K-1. So, it seems relevant to investigate the different kinds of heat sink technology
using forced liquid cooling.
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FORCED LIQUID COOLING
The forced liquid cooling technique can be used to remove heat from a part when the power density
is too high for safe dissipation by air cooling. A fluid, often water, is forced to flow through a
pipeline system that passes near the hot components. The heat is transferred by convection to the
liquid and transported elsewhere. Despite the advantage of higher thermal conductivity than air
cooling, liquid cooling requires a pump and energy to flow the liquid through the system. Moreover,
water accelerates corrosion of metal parts and the liquid system must be designed to avoid leakage.
Most of the time, water is used as coolant because of its availability, low cost, and high heat
capacity. It is also important to mention that the turbulence of the flow has an impact on the cooling
system, turbulent flow tends to transport more heat than laminar flow.
In their work, Tong Wu et al.[143] use the genetic algorithm design technique to improve thermal
performance of liquid-cooled heat sink compared to the commercial ones. They developed a genetic
algorithm optimisation process that works in two main stages. The first stage is the genetic algorithm
approach which is composed of 4 majors’ steps: Initialize population, evaluation and selection,
crossover and reproduction (Figure 63). The second stage is about optimisation. As 3D Printing
technology allows more complexity and customisation in the structure, so it could build efficiently
the complex shape formed by the genetic algorithm. The main objective of this algorithm is to
decrease the thermal resistance. It works by using a part of aleatory and the “survival of the fittest”
rule in order to select the most efficient model. It imitates the natural selection.
All models are simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics Code. The inlet water flow rate is 0.036
L.s-1, the water temperature is 20°C, the heat source size is 64 mm x 64 mm x 1mm and the power
dissipation is 2 kW. During the first step, initialising the population, they use the walking process
to randomly create paths inside the aluminium block. Two to ten random water channels are formed
and for each channel several turns are generated randomly from the starting point until the end of
the channel (Figure 64). A matrix channel is created in respect of the generated channels.

Figure 63: First stage of the genetic algorithm [143]
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Figure 64: Overview of the matrix formed through the aluminum block [143]

For evaluation and selection, each heat sink solution is evaluated using COMSOL by calculating
the temperature and the inlet force (defining the pressure drop). They compare the different heat
sinks by giving a mark to each one. They are ranked from high to low function of the heat sink
temperature rise and inlet force (fitness score). This fitness score will determine if the model is
selected for the next step, it follows the “survival of the fittest” rule and imitates natural selection.
During the crossover step, survivors of the previous step are divided into groups. They exchange
characteristics between group members. Mutation may happen over this step and some parts of the
channels are randomly changed, it extends the possibility and explores new ways. Final step,
reproduction. It keeps the best individuals from the previous generation and adds new randomly
generated individuals. Then it goes back to the evaluation and selection step for a new iteration. It
keeps going until the target temperature is reached or the number of iterations is reached.
The second stage, genetic algorithm approach, has the main objective to optimise the results of the
first stage. It is a perturbation function that is applied up to three times: it can be a translation,
creation, connection, deletion of random parts of the models. The worst performing individuals of
the first iteration are replaced by better ones of the optimisation stage. The process is then repeated
until a stable group is obtained.
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Figure 65: Stage 2: Optimisation [143]

Then they use the genetic algorithm to improve the performance of a large plate heat source (first
case). After the first and second stage, we observe an improvement of 13.3% and 17.1% for the
genetic design. The weight of the design heat sink is also reduced. For the second case, distributed
heat source, there is an improvement of 18.1% after the first stage and 22.8% after the second stage.
To conclude, the genetic algorithm process developed in this study shows through comparison
simulation more than 15% improvement in thermal performance.
This algorithm has a great potential of optimisation when there are several heat sources involved, it
could be interesting to think about an association between this optimisation technique and the lattice
structure technology.
Pin fins
In order to optimise conventional heat sink by decreasing the thermal resistance, an experimental
and numerical study was conducted by Y.Tateishi et al.[144] using the water as working fluid.
First, they set up the experimental facility to measure the thermal resistance and compare three types
of straight fins with thickness of 0.3 mm, 0.9 mm, and 1.5 mm (Figure 66). Then, a numerical model
using a finite element method was created and validated by the experimental measurements. The
Figure 67 shows a comparison between experimental and numerical measurements.
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Figure 66: Experimentally measured thermal resistance vs. Output power for different thicknesses of
fins [144]

As shown on Figure 67, the 0.9 mm thickness heat sink has the lowest thermal resistance in both
experimental and numerical models for an output power of 500W. The error between experiment
and simulation is lower than 10% so the simulation model is relevant. New heat sink models are
then created by changing the fin thickness and the width and the fin angle (the angle of the pin fins
can also provide better thermal performance). Error! Reference source not found. gathers n
umerical results (thermal resistance and pressure loss) for all tested models.

Figure 67: Comparison of the thermal resistance between simulation and experiment depending on
the thickness of the fins for output power of 500W [144]
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Table 15: Thermal resistance and pressure loss of each models [144]

The geometrical parameters A, B, C, D and E are shown on the figure Figure 68.

Figure 68 : The design variable [144]

Model No. 4 has the lowest pressure loss, 0.52, for a relatively close thermal resistance, 0.1982.
Authors selected model the No. 2 to be compared with straight fin (0.9 mm). The No. 2 has the
second lowest thermal resistance behind the No. 1 but he has considerably less pressure loss than
No. 1, 1.69>0.85 (the heater output is 450W). The 3D printing (metal powder) is used to produce
this new heat sink that shows clearly better performance (lower thermal resistance by 15%) in
comparison with conventional heat sinks, as it could be observed on Figure 69.
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Figure 69: The result of new heat sink`s measuring thermal resistance and comparison with 0.9.
[144]

In their work, Sungho Yun et al.[145] conducted an experimental and numerical study to find the
optimal porosity of a lattice structure based on the thermal-structural performance factor. They used
the FCCZ unit (face-centered cubic with vertical struts Figure 70) with dimensions as shown on
Figure 71). In this one-way Fluid-Structure-Interaction (FSI) model, the deformation of the material
does not change much the thermal fluid analysis, so it is negligible. They use Ansys CFX 18.2 to
solve the thermo-fluidic equations and Ansys Mechanical 18.2 for the structural part. The
simulation’s results were validated by comparison with the experimental results on the FCCZ lattice
channel produced by metal AM.

Figure 70: Schematic of the (a) FCCZ unit cell, (b) FCCZ lattice channel and (c) frontal view
considered in study of [145]
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Figure 71: Specifications of the FCCZ lattice channel considered in study of [145]

The maraging steel, 17–4 PH and H13 were used as the materials of the solid domain which are
developed to achieve high strength and high heat transfer rate in metal AM. The FCCZ lattice
channel was fabricated by using the binder jetting method, it is an additive manufacturing process
in which an industrial printhead selectively deposits a liquid binding agent onto a thin layer of
powder particles — either metal, sand, ceramics, or composites — to build high-value and one-ofa-kind parts and tooling. In order to compare the performance of the FCCZ lattice channels and to
analyze the effect of porosity, several values of the FFCZ lattice unit diameter are considered with
keeping all other dimensions of the channel as fixed.
A heating source controlled by a DC power supply is used to generate constant heat flux of 120
kW.m−2 at one external side of the channel, and a pump is used to keep water at a 20°C flowing
through the lattice channel.
Figure 72 shows that convective heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop increase as the porosity
decreases.
In fact, the convective heat transfer coefficient increases as the porosity decreases because that the
FCCZ lattice structure disrupted the thermal boundary layer and intensified the mixing between the
near-wall and core flows. Moreover, the velocity of the near-wall flow increases as the porosity
decreases, which disrupted the thermal boundary layer.
On the other hand, the pressure drops increased as the porosity decreased owing to the increased
wake region (disturbance) and surface-blockage ratio that can be defined as the frontal area of the
lattice structure compared to the cross section of the internal-channel. The wake is the region of
disturbed flow (often turbulent) downstream of a solid body moving through a fluid, caused by the
flow of the fluid around the body. As the porosity decreased below 0.7, the pressure drops increased
rapidly because the maximum surface-blockage ratio exceeded approximately 80%. Therefore, an
optimum porosity must be determined by considering the trade-off effects between the convective
heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop.
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Figure 72: Convective heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop vs. the porosity [145]

For all the porosity values, the convective heat transfer coefficient increased linearly with the
increase in inlet velocity. It increases more rapidly for porosity: 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, as shown in Figure 73.

Figure 73: Convective heat transfer coefficient depending on the inlet water velocity [145]

Figure 74 shows the mechanical performance of the three materials: 17-4 PH, maraging steel and
H13 depending on the porosity and an inlet velocity of 1 m. s−1. We can clearly see that H13 and
maraging steel are very close to each other for VME stress and stress ratio. So, these two materials
are more resilient to face the heat. Usually, a stress ratio of maximum 0.5 is a recommended target
when there is a safety issue. So, H13 and maraging steel are more suitable for high-pressureendurance applications because they can handle more heat transfer.
Table 16 presents the thermal performance factor and the thermal-structural performance factor of
the FCCZ channel (material: 17-4 PH, velocity of 1 m. s−1). As could be noticed, the porosity of 0.9
and 0.8 have the highest Stanton number which used usually to characterise heat transfer in forced
convection systems. Moreover, the thermal performance factor is optimal for a porosity of 0.8.
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Figure 74: mechanical performance of 17-4 PH, maraging steel and H13 [145]
Table 16: Performance factors (17-4 PH and Uin=1 m.s-1) [145]

Porosity
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Friction factor
0.05
0.22
0.27
0.45
0.56
0.79

Stanton number
1.5610-3
2.7810-3
2.7610-3
2.5410-3
2.2510-3
2.0210-3

Nt thermal performance
1.07
1.08
0.91
0.83
0.70

To conclude, in this study the authors focus on the heat transfer and stress characteristics of the
FCCZ lattice channel considering the porosity, inlet velocity, and material. The porosity of 0.8
seems to have the best trade-off between pressure drop and convective heat transfer coefficient.
•
•
•
•

As the porosity decreases, the convective heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop increases;
Based on the thermal-structural performance factor, the optimum porosity of the FCCZ lattice
channel using 17-4 PH is determined as 0.8 at an inlet velocity of 1 m.s−1;
Pressure drop increases drastically after 0.8 porosity; and
H13 channel has a lower working surface temperature, standard deviation, and maximum VME.

Another paper by Tseng and al. [146] compared a lattice structure heat sink with non-uniform
porosity to lattice structure with uniform porosity. The test sample includes chevron type and BCC
architecture. They are made of Titanium alloy (of a thermal conductivity: 21.9 W.m-1K-1) via laserpowered metal additive manufacturing process. The pumping power is 0.01 to 10 watts with a water
flow rate of 1.2-7.2 L.min-1.
The 5 tested designs are detailed as follows:
Design 1: The chevron-type configuration structure.
Design 2: BCC homogeneous porous structure
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Design 3: BCC non-uniform porous structure (Figure 75): The idea is to flow more water on the
bottom of the structure (the one who is in contact with the heat source) to evacuate more heat. In
fact, convective heat transfer in a flowing fluid is mainly affected by the velocity values very close
to the surface. Therefore, the most important fluid velocities are those close to the heated surface.
So, it seems relevant to make a structure that allow a higher fluid velocity near the heat source.

Figure 75: The non-uniform porous structure of design 3 [146]

Design 4: The schematic of the non-uniform porous structure with augmented fin efficiency design
is shown in Figure 76.

Figure 76: Difference between design 3 and 4 [146]

Design 5: This design is similar to design 4, which is also divided into upper and lower parts. It
contains non-uniform porous structure with augmented fin efficiency and inlet compactness design
(Figure 77).

Figure 77: Schematic of the non-uniform porous structure with augmented fin efficiency and inlet
compactness design [146]
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Table 17 contains all designs’ characteristics such as surface area, structure volume, etc.
Table 17: Relevant parameters of the test samples [146]

A DC controlled power supply and a digital power meter (accuracy 0.1%) is used to generate a 250
W heating power under the plate.
As the lattice structure offers more contact area per unit of volume, which is an advantage when we
want to dissipate heat via a fluid. Compared to his surface, the chevron-type structure leads to higher
pressure drop by deflecting the fluid transversely. Comparing the design 3 and 4 (Figure 76), which
have the same structure with different porosity, design 4 has logically lower resistance. When
porosity decreases the convective heat transfer increases so the thermal resistance decreases.
The design 2 has a bad thermal resistance when the pumping power is low (Figure 78). From 1 to 6
L.min-1, the design 4 has the lowest thermal resistance (so the best heat transfer). Regarding the
pressure drop, the design 2 has better performance. The design 4 has second best performance.
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Figure 78: (a) pressure drop depending on the flow rate (b) thermal resistant depending on the flow
rate (c) thermal resistant depending on the pumping power for design 1-5 (d) thermal resistant
depending on the pumping power, other studies [146]:

The results indicate that BCC porous structure shows lower pressure drop than the traditional metal
foam. In terms of thermal resistance vs. pumping power, the non-uniform BCC porous structure
with augmented fin efficiency (design 4) is better than most existing studies except the one using
sequential metal foam arrangement (in Figure 78 (d) Chen & Wang). This is because the copper has
a thermal conductivity about 60 times higher than the present Titanium alloy. It is important to note
that there is a tiny difference of thermal resistance between design 4 and the copper metal foam
(approximately 0.015 K.W-1(copper metal foam) < 0.03 K.W-1 (design 4)) even with the high
thermal conductivity of cooper (400 W.m−1.K−1). Because of this high thermal conductivity, it
would be logical to see a higher difference but there is only a factor 2 between the thermal resistance
of design 4 and copper metal foam. So, assembling a lattice structure with different porosity allows
a better efficiency to dissipate the heat. The non-uniform porous structure guides the fluid toward
the heating surface which increases the heat transfer. There is a 26% decrease in the thermal
resistance in comparison with the homogeneous porous structure. The homogeneous porous BCC
structure has better performance than the reference chevron-type corrugation.
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As a conclusion, in the paper written by Tseng et al.[146], there is a 26% decrease of the thermal
resistance in the case of non-uniform BCC porous structure compared to the homogeneous porous
structure. So, a non-uniform porous structure can lead to better thermal performance with less
pumping power. In the paper made by Sungho Yun et al.[145], they highlight an optimal porosity
of 0.8 for FCCZ lattice structure (material: 17-4 PH, velocity of 1.0 m.s−1). As the porosity
decreased, the convective heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop increased. But after 0.8, the
pressure drop increases faster than the convective heat transfer coefficient. Moreover, on the Table
18 from the paper by Tseng and al., the design 4 has the lowest pumping power value for a decent
thermal resistance because of the non-uniform structure. On the other hand, the rectangular
microchannel heat sink (Table 18 – First line) has the lowest thermal resistance but requires a lot
more pumping power. So, the non-uniform porosity structures seem very efficient to reduce pressure
loss and require less power to flow the fluid.
Table 18: Comparison of pumping power and thermal resistance for different heat sink models from
Tseng et al. [146]

FCCZ:
The objective of this section is to compare the two different lattice structures BCC (with uniform
porous structure and non-uniform porous structure) and FCCZ, respectively from Tseng and al.
[146] study and Sungho Yun et al.[145] study.
Experiment parameters for FCCZ study, Sungho Yun et al.[145]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forced water convection: velocity inlet fluid 1 m.s-1, temperature: 20°C.
Heat flux: 120 kW. m−2;
Outlet pressure: 150 kPa;
Re number: 256 (laminar case);
Material: 17-4 PH with thermal conductivity k= 17.9 W.m-1.K-1;
Porosity: 0.65; and
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•

Surface (Seq) = 0.001405 m2.

To calculate the heat transfer coefficient:
hhs = Q/ΔT ⇒ hhs=Q/(Tav-Tin)
Tin = 20°C
Tav = measured value [Figure 79]
Q = heat flux: 120 000 W.m−2
Table 19: Velocity, flow rate, Tav and hhs (from the experiment, Sungho Yun et al.[145])

Velocity (m.s-1)
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6

Flow rate (L.min-1)
0.384
0.768
1.152
1.536

Tav (°C)
65
64
63
61

hhs (W.m-2K-1)
2666.667
2727.273
2790.698
2926.829

Values of the average temperature (from the experiment, Sungho Yun et al.[145]):

Figure 79: T average and pressure drop vs. inlet velocity [145]

BCC:
Experiment parameters for the BCC study, Tseng and al.[146]:
• Material: Titanium with a thermal conductivity k= 21.9 W.m-1.K-1;
• Dimensions heat sink: 85x40x10 mm3;
• Seq: 85x40 mm2 = 3400 mm2 = 0.0034 m2;
• Fluid temperature (water): 30°C; and
• Flow rate: 1.2–7.2 L.min-1.
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To calculate the heat transfer coefficient in the case of Tseng and al. [146] study, it is possible to
use the value of the thermal resistance (Ra) according to the flow rate thanks to the calculation:
1
(𝑅𝑎)
(7)
ℎℎ𝑠 =
𝑆𝑒𝑞
Table 20: Thermal transfer coefficient vs. flow rate, design 2 and 4 [146]

hhs (W.m-2.K-1)
Flow (L.min-1)

Design 2

Design 4

1

3267.97

6839.95

2.3

5159.96

12787.72

3.5

7352.94

15479.88

4.7

7949.13

17301.04

6

5882.35

19607.84

Table 21: Summary of differences in parameters between Tseng and al. [146]and Sungho Yun et
al.[145] experiment

Experiment parameters
Material
Thermal conductivity
material (W.m-1.K-1 )
Surface equivalent (m2)
Water temperature (°C)
Flow rate (L.min-1)

FCC
17-4 PH (stainless steel)
17.9

BCC
Titanium
21.9

0.001405
20
0.384 - 1.536

0.0034
30
1.2 - 7.2

Design 2 and Design 4 are the most relevant designs to choose as they compare the structure of the
BCC network with uniform porosity and non-uniform porosity. This will clearly demonstrate
whether the non-uniform porous structure has an effect on heat transfer or not. It should be noted
that the experimental configurations are not the same and have some differences (see on Table 21).
Figure 80 compares the coefficient of heat transfer of the three configurations versus flow rate. It
can be seen that the BCC non-uniform porosity configuration is generally more efficient compared
to FCCZ and BCC (uniform porosity) configurations, especially for working with very low pumping
power. Even though the data of the FCCZ (Sungho Yun et al.[145]) are limited to low flow rate, it
can be clearly noticed that it is less performant than other configurations for low flow rates. It would
be interesting to know if FCCZ exhibit the same performance or not for higher flow rates.
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Figure 80: Thermal transfer coefficient (hhs [W.m-2.K-1]), of BCC (uniform porosity) structure, BCC
(non-uniform porosity) structure and FCCZ structure depending on flow rate (L.min-1)
As a conclusion of this section, Sungho Yun et al.[145] have found an optimum porosity of the FCCZ lattice
of 0.8 after which the pressure drop increases drastically. Tseng and al.[146] have observed a 26% decrease
in the thermal resistance in the case of non-uniform BCC porous structure compared to the homogeneous
porous structure. So, a non-uniform porous structure can lead to better thermal performance with less
pumping power.
So far, this state of the art mentioned free air, forced air, and forced liquid cooling. The next part will be
about two phases cooling devices.

TWO PHASES COOLING DEVICES
Additive manufacturing can also be used for two phase cooling devices, in particular for Heat Pipes
(HP) systems.
Firstly, additively manufactured structures can be used as porous structures which absorb the fluid
and create a flow by capillary action to conduct it into the evaporator section (see Figure 81-a). This
may firstly reduce the thermal resistance of the porous structure [147] which is very high nowadays
because of the use of wick structures as porous structures. It can also allow porous structures to
comply with size and shape constraints to achieve a further degree of miniaturisation and improve
overall performances.
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Figure 81: Schematic view of (a) a HP as well as common wick structures , (b) simplified capillary
loop heat pipe (LHP) and (c) pulsating heat pipe (PHP) [135]
Then, additively manufactured structures can also be used in the evaporator section to enhance the pool
boiling heat transfer performances (see Figure 82) [135].

In their work, Jafari et al. [135] tried to make an exhaustive state of the art of the utilisation of
additive manufacturing and more precisely SLM (Selective Laser Melting).
As in the chapter about forced air convection we decided to not include all articles in this state of
art because the work is well done by Jafari et al.[135]. However, we are going to study a few papers
about the two-phases systems.

Figure 82: Fabricated sample to enhance pool boiling as well as an example of boiling pattern
utilising SLM: micro fin surfaces and porous structures [135]

Esarte et al.[147] conducted an experiment to try to enhance performance of two phases cooling
devices (LHP for this case) by utilising a printed stainless steel (by SLM) porous structure used as
primary wick (see Figure 83) to cool an 80 W led street lamp.
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Figure 83: Simplified working scheme of an LHP [147]

The authors had chosen a porosity of 17% taken from a previous work from Esarte et al.[148] and
produced the primary wick by SLM (see Figure 84).

Figure 84: Final result with a scaffold porosity of 17% [147]

The authors obtained an increase of 10% in heat transfer for this LHP compared to conventional
LHP equipped with wicks made by powder sintering. To conclude, this article showed that
additively manufactured porous structure is a viable solution to replace metallic foam as primary
wick in LHP with a significant enhancement of heat transfer.
PATENTS
As discussed before, additively manufactured heat sinks are a new field with a TRL (Technology
readiness level) that still quite low. However, additively manufactured pin fins type heat sinks are
more and more used in the industrial field.
We can take as example a patent filed by David Huitink, Bakhtiyar Mohammad Nafis and Reece
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Whitt [149] .This patent relates to helical fin heat sinks (see Figure 85).

Figure 85: Design of an additively manufactured heat sink filled in 2018

A second patent named "Heat Sink Having a Cooling Structure with Decreasing Structure Density”
[150] has been realized by Tryde Andres Holding ApS, a Denmark company and has been published
in 2019. The heatsinks present in this patent are intended to cool heat generating devices; they are
produced by an additive process, without which it would have been difficult to produce them by
traditional machining.
The system has the following architecture: a first body part in direct contact with the heat generating
device, and a heat sink part. The particularity of these heat sinks is that the further away from the
body part, the more the material density of the cooling structure decreases. In addition, the cool part
of the radiator has a three-dimensional grid or a three-dimensional lattice. Three of the patented
structures are shown in Figure 86.

Figure 86: Design of three industrial heatsinks [150]
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These two patents clearly show that the search for new geometries/topologies for heat sinks is an
occupation which is increasingly present in the industrial field. There is a desire to obtain heat sinks
more efficient. Indeed, these latter directly affect the performance of a microprocessor.
Moreover, with the development of additive manufacturing, it is now possible to produce structures
with complex patterns, which is not possible with traditional machining.
However, this technology is not very well developed today whose inventions are starting, as shown
the few existing industrial patents on this subject. On the TRL (technology readiness level) scale,
the maturity of this type of technology reaches TRL2.
Our study therefore makes sense and is consistent with the objectives defined by the industry, i.e.,
to identify the structure that will allow us to obtain the best cooling.
2.4.5

Conclusion on heat exchangers

The objective of this state of the art is to give an overview of the different heat sinks technology
and to see the potential of lattice structure and additive manufacturing to improve thermal
performance of heat sinks for railways. One of the key advantages of lattice structure technology is
that it allows more flexibility to build a complex structure and configuration.
For passive cooling applications, additively manufactured heat sinks appear to outperform the
milled one. Alexandersen et al. [132] and Lazarov et al. [133] showed that topology optimised heat
sinks additively manufactured give up to 20% less maximum temperature. In their paper, Vaissier
et al. [134] found a reduction of 30% of maximal temperature for lattice optimised heat sinks
compared to traditional milled one. However, passive cooled heat sinks dissipate very low power
(up to 5W) and their usage is not very relevant for railways.
To dissipate higher power, forced air cooling can be used. Indeed, this method allows to increase
the Reynolds number which has a direct impact on the thermal dissipation performance. In addition,
depending on the geometry and configuration of the lattices, the fluid will behave differently. The
paper by Dixit et al. [140] shows a comparison between different lattice structures and the impact
of inlet fluid velocity and mass flow rate on the heat transfer. Some architectures are better for low
velocity fluid inlet like the octet configuration. Another study by Chanhee Moon et al. [142] shows
that the flow speed is modified depending on the geometry of the strut of lattice. For example, the
KMFs with elliptical struts showed a lower heat transfer rate of 3.6% to 7.2% than that of the KMF
with circular struts. The main explanation for this is that the fluid is better mixed in KMFs with
circular strut which increases the total heat transfer. Comparing OTL and BCC with pin fins shows
up to 30% hhs enhancement for the two lattices structures compared to the pin fins one. However
due to the small difference in terms of heat transfer coefficient between the two lattice designs we
cannot conclude on which one is the best for our use case.
However, the forced air cooling method is necessarily limited by the thermal conductivity of the air
which is 0.0262 W. m-1.K-1.
The liquid forced cooling systems require more energy but provide higher thermal performances.
In fact, the water (at 20°C) has a thermal conductivity of 0.6 W.m-1.K-1 which is 23 times greater
than that of air. The paper of Tseng and al. [146] shows that non-uniform porous structures allow a
better circulation of the fluid near the heated surface which is an advantage to evacuate the heat.
Moreover, this non-uniform titanium structure shows similar performance in thermal resistance to
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metal foam of copper which has an extremely good thermal conductivity.
FCCZ and BCCZ structures stand out from other lattice structures in most of the studies about
forced liquid cooling, indeed the comparison between BCC and FCCZ shows that BCC has better
thermal performance than FCCZ, and the porosity gradient allows better thermal transfer compared
to the version without it. But it is important to keep in mind that the experimental parameters
between FCCZ and BCCZ are different.
Two phase cooling systems offer better thermal performances than other cooling systems and
additively manufactured porous structures offer up to 10% better thermal performances than
traditional wicks made by powder sintering. However, the financial and technical limitations of the
project prevent an optimisation of additively manufactured porous structure for this type of cooling
devices.
During the development of this state of the art, it appears that the OTL, BCCZ and FCCZ lattice
structures stand out from other heat sink solutions. Indeed, we could carry out a numerical and
experimental study on OTL, BCCZ and FCCZ elementary samples to find the best lattice structure
for our use. In several studies, the authors (Sungho Yun et al. [145], Tseng and al. [146], Dixit et
al.[140], Chaudhari et al.[141]) conclude on an optimal porosity, about 0.8, regarding the pressure
loss and the heat transfer and will help us for the choice of the porosity for our numerical and
experimental study.
2.5 State of the art - OPTIMISATION
2.5.1

Introduction

The high number of degrees of freedom provided by AM, together with the complex modelling of
thermo-fluid dynamics in a cooling system, require complex and powerful optimisation tools and
methods. Consequently, Multi-disciplinary optimisation is necessary for this study, as it will be
presented below.
2.5.2

MDO general concepts

Multidisciplinary design optimisation is a field of engineering that aims at producing software to
assist the design of systems thanks to optimisation algorithms and the use of numerical simulation.
The large amount of available computational resources motivates the use of such techniques, which
accelerates the standard manual analysis and design cycles. The idea emerged in the 60s [Schmit,
1960] [154], and was further developed in the following decades for a wide range of applications
and industrial usages [Sobieszczanski-Sobieski 97, Agte 2010] [155]. The system of interest is
decomposed into disciplines that are modeled with dedicated numerical simulations, defined by
their inputs and outputs. The overall set of disciplines can be interdependent, when they share inputs
and outputs in an interdependent way, then, these variables are called coupling variables. The design
problem to be solved is modeled by an optimisation problem: the variables that are changed by the
optimiser to change the shape of the system are the design variables, and the objective function is
minimised with respect to these variables, eventually under constraints. From the problem structure
(optimisation problem to be solved and the coupling variables), a computational process is defined
by the so called MDO formulation or MDO architecture [Cramer, 94, Martins 2013] [156] [153],
the process is decomposed into the data exchanges between the disciplines (the dataflow), and the
execution order (the workflow). Extensive research is performed on MDO architectures, because of
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their impact on the computational time [Martins, 2013] [153], as well as on the MDO process
programing [Gray, 2010] [152], and automation of MDO workflow and data flow generation
[Gallard 2018] [157].
Performing MDO requires accurate simulations to model the system and be able to compute the objective
function and constraints. For high fidelity simulations requiring the resolution of partial differential equations
that typically model fluid flows, thermal effects, or structural resistance, this is particularly a problem
because of the needed meshes that must be generated automatically at each iteration of the MDO process.
Manufacturing constraints have also to be modeled, in order to ensure that the solution found by the MDO
algorithm can be manufactured [Meng 2020] [158].

2.5.3

MDO studies for heat exchangers design: previous studies

Several studies performed the design of heat exchangers using automatic optimisation, in particular
topology optimisation, with the perspective of estimating the potential gains to be provided by the
use of additive manufacturing. Topology Optimisation [Sigmund, 2013] [160] is a non-parametric
optimisation technique that allows the largest design space exploration, because the algorithm can
add or remove material in any area of the volume of interest, usually using the SIMP formulation
to interpolate material properties [Bendsøe, 1989] [161]. Two studies are of particular interest, both
are based on topology optimisation [Haertel 2017, Dede 2015] [159].
Haertel, Jan HK, and Gregory F. Nellis. "A fully developed flow thermofluid model for
topology optimisation of 3D-printed air-cooled heat exchangers." 2017
The main objectives and conclusion of the studies are given in the following cited paragraphs.
“In this work, density-based topology optimisation is applied to the design of the air-side surface of
dry cooled power plant condensers. A topology optimisation model assuming a steady-state,
thermally and fluid dynamically fully developed internal flow is developed and used for this
application. The conductance of the heat exchanger is maximised for a prescribed pressure drop and
prescribed air-side temperature change across the heat exchanger. Polymer with infilled thermally
conducting metal filaments is considered as the heat exchanger material which allows cost effective
additive manufacturing techniques to be used to fabricate the obtained designs. Parametric studies
are presented that analyze the effect of the material thermal conductivity and the heat exchanger
unit cell height on the system’s performance.”

Figure 87: Air-side heat exchanger (left) shown without heat transfer enhancing structures and
macrostructure (right) consisting of a large array of unit cells

The next two figures show the parametric study results.
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Figure 88: Optimised design for different conductivities for an air channel of 6mm (up) – Influence
of the operating parameters pressure drop overheat exchanger flow length (down)

Figure 89: Slot channel designs with optimal air channel height, number of fins, and fin width for
different thermal conductivities

The resulting designs were compared with a classical slot channel. The designs obtained by
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topology optimisation have outperformed the slot geometries by 36 to 71% depending on the
geometry constraints.
Classical (non-AM) manufacturing techniques are certainly capable of producing much more
complex shapes than the slot geometries so the conclusion of the study does not demonstrate an
absolute superiority of topology optimised geometries for AM compared to classical parametric
designs and manufacturing methods. In addition, it is not guaranteed that such solutions can be
manufactured, including using AM machines. However, the obtained patterns are interesting in
order to guess some geometry patterns that are efficient solutions, and which could be used in
parametric design optimisation.
Dede, Ercan M., Shailesh N. Joshi, and Feng Zhou. "Topology optimisation, additive layer
manufacturing, and experimental testing of an air-cooled heat sink." 2015 [162]
The main objectives and conclusion of the studies are given in the following cited paragraphs.
“Topology optimisation of an air-cooled heat sink considering heat conduction plus side surface
convection is presented. The optimisation formulation is explained along with multiple design
examples. A post-processing procedure is described to synthesize manifold or “water-tight” solid
model computer-aided design (CAD) geometry from three-dimensional (3D) point-cloud data
extracted from the optimisation result. Using this process, a heat sink is optimised for confined jet
impingement air cooling. A prototype structure is fabricated out of AlSi12 using additive layer
manufacturing (ALM). The heat transfer and fluid flow performance of the optimised heat sink are
experimentally evaluated, and the results are compared with benchmark plate and pin-fin heat sink
geometries that are conventionally machined out of aluminum and copper. In two separate test cases,
the experimental results indicate that the optimised ALM heat sink design has a higher coefficient
of performance (COP) relative to the benchmark heat sink designs.”

Figure 90: Influence of reference heat transfer coefficient on optimal topology for rectangular
domain example

Figure 91: Heat sink designs fabricated out of AlSi12 by ALM (HS 1), 7075 Aluminium (HS 2-HS 5)
by conventional machining, and oxygen-free copper (HS 6-HS 8) by conventional machining
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Figure 92: Experimental assessment of heat sink designs performances [162]

However, taking into account for specific manufacturing constraints in TO, such as the impossibility
to create close void areas, eliminating sacrificial support material or manufacturing overhanging
parts is still a research topic. Several studies point the limitation and current research to formulate
such constraints in the TO framework, such as by Meng et al. [163], [164], [165], [166], [167].
Alternatively, the classical parametric optimisation techniques can be used. In this approach, the
user predefines the ensemble of geometries to be generated. A parametric CAD model is typically
used, which is then meshed. This approach implicitly constrains the design space exploration but
allows to model directly the manufacturing constraints in the geometry model, and is more in line
with industrial simulation tool sets. The design of a heat exchanger has been performed using such
classical techniques, for instance by Hoseong et al. [168], who computed a surrogate model of the
function trained from a design of experiment on CFD simulation data, and then used genetic
algorithm.
2.5.4

MDO methods for heat exchanger design: conclusion

Several studies [159], [162], [168] show the interest of combining MDO methods with a wide design
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space allowed by AM techniques to design more efficient heat exchangers. Both parametric and
non-parametric techniques (TO) prove to be useful. Non-parametric techniques have the advantage
to do not constraint a priori the solutions, and non-intuitive design can be obtained in this way.
However, significant research is still needed to program a MDO software that can account for AM
constraints. Such efforts is unlikely to be achievable during the present project.
On the other hand, parametric approaches, for which the ensemble of shapes that can be generated
is programmed a priori in the geometry generation tool, can naturally account for the manufacturing
constraints. The restrictions in terms of design space exploration, and therefore achievable
performance, can be partially alleviated by the use of lattice structures. Using lattice structures
allows a wide range of geometrical topologies exploration when changing the density of the lattice,
their thickness and pattern, compared to an approach where the explored geometries would be
restricted to a slot channel for instance. Creating a parametric tool that generate such lattice
shapes is achievable within the project, and should show the interest of AM techniques when
combined to MDO methods because of the sufficiently open design space as shown in [145],
[146].
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3. USE CASE
The justification of where to apply 3D printing has been introduced in chapter 2.1. To reach WP1
objectives, the WP1 overall methodology is based on the creation and exploitation of theoretical
and simulation analyses in combination with experimental tests. Before launching this overall
methodology, a use case should be therefore identified.
The use case consists in two parts:
1. An electronic device: and
2. Its associated thermal cooling solution.

The definition of the WP1 use case was estimated on the basis of existing technologies, knowledge
of future technologies, in particular thanks to our first study of states of the art, and rail industry
expert interviews. A combination of expected technological and lifetime performances have been
taken into account in the assessment. The following use case has been defined:
•
•

High power IGBT power module (for “high-speed train”) cooled by; and
Liquid cold plate, for which the design will be worked and 3D additive manufactured.

This use case is based in the application of a traction system for high speed trains as shown in Figure
93. In this application, several high voltage IGBT power modules are placed in a cold plate (example
given in Figure 94).
For the sake of conciseness and confidentiality, the following information are not given here but
will be used for the development of WP1 activities:
•
•
•

The position and number of IGBT modules in a cold plate;
Characteristics of the existing cold plate; and
Methods and models to calculate component losses, junction temperature and reliability of
IGBT module.
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Figure 93: Example of traction system electrical circuit from AGV [3]

Figure 94: Example of 6500V/750A IGBT power module from Mitsubishi (left) and the traction
converter (called Palix) from ALSTOM attached to a cold plate (sft 2005) (right).
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The 3D printed liquid heat sink optimisation proposed in WP1 has the objective to:
• Minimise the number of IGBT modules in a cold plate;
• Reduce the size and weight of the traction converter (IGBT modules plus cold plate);
• Maximise reliability of existing power modules by reducing the number of power module
temperature cycles and their amplitudes; and
• Minimise manufacturing and maintenance cost.
Heat sink optimisation will be performed for IGBT power modules given the current level of
information related to IGBT power modules. Current research on SiC power modules do not provide
the same level of reliability information in order to effectively show the advantages of using 3D
printed heat sinks. However, WP1 studies will provide, at the end of the project, estimated gains of
3D printed heat sinks applied to cooling of high voltage SiC power modules. This will be possible
since more accurate loss and reliability models of these SiC power modules will be provided by SiC
manufacturers and results of WP3.
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4. KPIs
The expectations of the S2R topic S2R-OC-IP1-01-2020 Support to Development of next
generation of Traction systems (TD1.1) are the following:
« 3D printing used in Traction is expected to reduce cost and planning on R&D prototypes and to
allow higher technical performances to mechanical parts. Investigation on potential also for serial
manufacturing, part manufacturing in Service business will be done. Today R&D prototyping is
long and costly. Moreover, certain parts with high technical performances are not designed because
not manufacturable with classical production means. Opening the 3D printing capabilities will open
high 3D printing capabilities will bring enhanced technical performances, while reducing cost and
duration of prototyping. Nevertheless, it is also worth to consider the limitations: such as the
maturity level which strongly depends on the metal alloy and the AM technology used. A certain
degree of maturity and a widespread availability of “standardised” powder material and 3D printing
machines is needed if serial manufacturing or a “fast” part qualification is sought in the future.
These two conditions entail a choice reduction to a limited number of well-known materials and
mainly SLM (Selective Laser Melting) AM (with its own related limitations - mainly the size of
parts that can be built). Still, these constraints are compatible with some parts of the traction chain
as its cooling systems, more precisely the Power module converters’ cooling system. Indeed, it is
expected that actual IGBT power modules evolve to SiC ones in a close future, increasing the
amount of heat to be dissipated.
The objective of the work is to investigate this new opportunity to reduce the Traction Capital Cost
KPI and improve technical performance (TRL 3).
The main expected results are:
•
•
•

New processes (design, manufacturing, validation);
New technologies (powders, 3D printing machines); and
Better understanding of the potential benefit of 3D Printing on Traction active components and parts.

The WP1 works will contribute to the reduction of the Traction Capital Cost KPIs, thanks to the use
of AM technology coupled to MDO to enhance the traction power modules converters cooling
performances and lifetime.
For this purpose, the estimated benefits of the novel technologies addressed in the WP1 of the RE4R
project shall be quantified in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
All along the project, KPIs evaluation will allow to assess the end-to-end conception of a novel
R&D heat exchanger prototype fabricated in AM (TRL3).
A combination of a top-down and a bottom-up approach has been followed. The top-down approach
is based on the analysis of existing information relating to the vision of S2R with its goals in terms
of:
•
•
•

Cutting the life-cycle costs of railway transports;
Doubling capacity; and
Increasing reliability and punctuality.
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Whereas the bottom-up approach represents the information coming from the prior investigations
performed in the WP1 RE4R project. Two type of KPIs outcomes are therefore presented:
•
•

Time frame and costs information KPIs; and
WP1 RE4R technical specific KPIs.

The focus for the KPI selection was streamlined to the three objectives of S2R, but at the level of
the matter of RE4R WP1 as described by the S2R-OC-IP1-01-2020 (TD1.1) – as a reminder, these
three S2R objectives are the following:
•
•
•

Cutting the life-cycle cost of railway transports by as much as 50%;
Doubling railway capacity; and
Increasing reliability and punctuality by as much as 50%.
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Key Performance Indicator

Definition/Responding to Question

How to reach this indicator

Respond to S2R KPI

Type of Data Required

Specific R4R WP1
KPI

Target R4R WP1

1

- To make a first concrete comparaison between
conventional and addtiive manufacturing for the same
prototype developements
- To employ the best AM and material technology for the Duration to design the
Reduction of the final R&D heat exchanger How Additive Manufacturing could help to reduce the time to design and manufacture
heat exchanger, in terms of technical possibilities but also R&D heat exchanger in
prototype conception lead-time
a R&D prototype at TRL 3 ?
in terms of manufacturing time, costs, capacity and
AM
avaibility of the sub-contractors
- To couple the AM with a MDO process to gain time on
the heat exchanger design step

✓

Participate to:
"Cutting the lifecycle costs of
railway transports"

-

% reduction in the costs of developing,
maintaining, operating and renewing
infrastructure and rolling stock and increase
energy efficiency compared to “State-of-theart”

2

Reduction of the final R&D heat exchanger
prototype conception cost

How Additive Manufacturing could help to reduce the costs to design and
manufacture a R&D prototype at TRL 3 ?

- To make a first concrete comparaison between
conventional and addtiive manufacturing for the same
prototype developements
- To employ the best AM and material technology for the
Costs to design the
heat exchanger, in terms of technical possibilities but also R&D heat exchanger in
in terms of manufacturing time, costs, capacity and
AM
avaibility of the sub-contractors
- To couple the AM with a MDO process to gain costs on
the heat exchanger design step

✓

Participate to:
"Cutting the lifecycle costs of
railway transports"

-

% reduction in the costs of developing,
maintaining, operating and renewing
infrastructure and rolling stock and increase
energy efficiency compared to “State-of-theart”

3

Increase of the employed IGBT/SiC power
module lifetime

How Additive Manufacturing could enhance IGBT/SiC power module lifetime and by
this way, contribute to a more global better traction sub-system life-time ?

At TRL 3, technical data
coming from KPIs n°4,
5, 6

✓

Participate to:
"Increasing
reliability"

-

% reduction in the costs of developing,
maintaining, operating and renewing
infrastructure and rolling stock and increase
energy efficiency compared to “State-of-theart”

4

Diminution of the thermal resistance
between the power module (at its
interface with its heat exchanger) and the
fluid

How Additive Manufacturing, thanks to the complex design able to manufacture,
could permit to enhance the thermal performances of a power module heat
exchanger, especially here, about the thermal resistance between power module (at
the interface with its heat exchanger) and the fluid, and then contribute to the
augmentation of the power module efficiency and life-time (KPI n°3) ?

Use the AM potential (manufacturing of complexe
designs, material density, unit volume density function of Technical data: thermal
the local power density …), a MDO process for
resistance values
simulations, and experimental tests

-

-

✓

30% reduction of thermal resistance value
between the power module (at the interface
with the heat exchanger) and the fluid (target
value to be confirmed in the second deliverable
D1.2)

5

Diminution of the thermal longitudinal
thermal gradient at the top level of the
heat exchanger baseplate

How Additive Manufacturing, thanks to the complex design able to manufacture,
Use the AM potential (manufacturing of complexe
could permit to enhance the thermal performances of a power module heat
designs, material density, unit volume density function of Technical data: thermal
exchanger, especially here, about the thermal longitudinal gradient, and then
the local power density …), a MDO process for
gradient values
contribute to the augmentation of the power module efficiency and life-time (KPI n°3)
simulations, and experimental tests
?

-

-

✓

5°C reduction of thermal longitudinal gradient
value at the top face of the heat exchanger
(target value to be confirmed in the second
deliverable D1.2)

6

Diminution of the peak temperatue or
cycle temperature

How Additive Manufacturing, thanks to the complex design able to manufacture,
could permit to enhance the thermal performances of a power module heat
exchanger, especially here, about the peak or cycle temperature, and then contribute
to the augmentation of the power module efficiency and life-time (KPI n°3) ?

-

-

✓

5°C reduction of peak or cycle temperature
(target value to be confirmed in the second
deliverable D1.2)

Answer to KPIs n°4, 5, 6

Use the AM potential (manufacturing of complexe
Technical data: peak or
designs, material density, unit volume density function of
cycle temperature
the local power density …), a MDO process for
values
simulations, and experimental tests

This final set of KPIs for WP1 RE4R will enable the members of the S2R JU to calculate the expected benefits of developing/using/purchasing the WP1
RE4R novel technologies. The results of the KPI’s of WP1 of RECET4Rail will be communicated to PINTA3 project. PINTA3 partners will contribute
with those KPI’s values to Shift2Rail through reporting IMPACT-2 Project.
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5. CONCLUSION
Mastering the breakthrough developments of new technologies is of capital importance for the
railway industry to deliver smart and efficient solutions. Indeed, essential to the growth of the rail
industry is the reduction of the overall life cycle exploitation costs of all rail sub-systems.
The Traction Drive sub-system is one of the main sub-systems of a train as it moves the train
converting energy from an electrical source into a mechanical one.
The first work package of the RECET4Rail project will focus, for the Traction Drive sub-system,
on the three following points:
•
•
•

Development of design approaches;
End-to-end conception time evaluation; and
Feasibility/Performance study, of 3D printing technologies for traction’s components use case.

Power module is nowadays based on IGBT semiconductors. We have chosen to define our traction
use case as an IGBT power module coupled to its associated cooling heat exchanger, a liquid cold
plate.
It appears that railway industry roadmaps indicate the migration to SiC semiconductors in the near
future. Indeed, SiC power modules provide higher efficiency and higher power density to power
converter. Nevertheless, they suffer from reliability and EMI issues. Furthermore, R&D activities
related to SiC are completed by the WP3. Because they represent a major interest, we intend to
check our future works with SiC data at the end of the project.
IGBT and SiC power modules can be cooled down by air or liquid cooling systems. Such cooling
systems can nowadays be fabricated by Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques. The attempted
gain of using AM, when compared to classical manufacturing, may be not only in the reduction of
volume, weight, cost and noise, but also in the enhancement of the power module reliability.
The state-of-the-art describes different processes and technologies that are tagged under the label
of Additive Manufacturing (AM). The type of Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) technology will be
employed to manufacture our future R&D heat exchanger prototype.
From all the materials that can be built in PBF process, copper and aluminium alloys were the better
suited for heat exchanger applications.
An overview of the different heat sinks technology has been also given. The liquid forced cooling
systems will be preferred because it provides higher thermal performances than the air forced
cooling systems and our application is for power modules of high-speed train (high power).
Concerning the internal design of our future liquid cold plate, we have notably worked on the
potential of lattice structure and additive manufacturing to improve thermal performance of heat
sinks for railways. One of the key advantages of lattice structure technology is that it allows more
flexibility to build a complex structure and design configuration, not only for the employ for AM,
but also to facilitate a parametrical optimisation.
During the development of this state of the art, it appears that the OTL, BCCZ and FCCZ lattice
structures stand out from other heat sink solutions.
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Indeed, our future next step will be to carry out a numerical study on OTL, BCCZ and FCCZ
elementary samples to find the best lattice structure for the internal design of our future R&D liquid
cold plate prototype that will be fabricated in AM. The results of this study will be part of our future
second deliverable.
To progress beyond the state-of-the-art, the ambition of WP1 is to realize a smart thermal
management approach with the following capabilities:
•
•

•

The development of a multi-criteria and multidisciplinary decision method to select the best
candidate for the heat sink design;
To exploit the capabilities and limitations of additive manufacturing by embedding within the
optimisation tool the geometric constraints but allowing complex shapes, choice of the material
density, etc; and
To conceive this optimisation tool as open as possible, so that new physics or constraints could
be added in future.

Along with the use case definition, the KPI targets have been established. These KPIs contain
timeframe information and measurable physical quantities with their targeted values. Simulation
and experimental tests results will contribute to better understand prototype technical behaviour and
also will contribute to estimate these quantities. All along the project, KPIs evaluation will allow to
assess the end-to-end conception of a novel R&D heat exchanger prototype fabricated in AM
(TRL3).
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